An unfortunate article?

It's most unfortunate that at a time when clinical, experimental, and epidemiological research points to fat as the primary factor in the etiology of obesity, gallstones, diabetes (Type II), coronary heart disease, and cancers of breast, colon, and prostate, Ministry has published an article that presents a vigorous defense of vegetable fats in the diet ("The Story on Fat in the Diet," October 1990).

Just prior to the publication of your article in defense of vegetable oils, Dean Ornish, M.D., made national headlines. Using a basically Pritikin diet (no extracted fats), he conclusively demonstrated that the atherosclerotic processes are reversible. Coronary arteries, severely narrowed by atherosclerosis, opened up in 90 percent of his patients—who actually had been scheduled for bypass surgery. Contrast this with the results Dr. Ornish found when he gave the "Prudent Diet" of the American Heart Association to a control group of heart disease patients. This diet allows "only" 30 percent of the calories consumed to come from fat (instead of the 42 percent of the average American diet). Examination of the arteries after one year on this Prudent Diet revealed that it had promoted further narrowing of the coronary arteries.

The scientific verdict emerges that all excess fats and oils are a burden to the body. The less fat, oil, and grease, the better the human body performs. — Hans A. Diehl, Dr.H.Sc., M.P.H. (nutrition), director, Lifestyle Medicine Institute, Loma Linda, California.

Ministry editors asked the author of the article to reply to this letter and the one by Dr. Aileen Ludington published in our February 1991 issue.

Adequate oil (linoleic acid in the diet lowers blood cholesterol further than a "no oil" diet decreases the platelet stickiness and therefore the tendency to clot, reduces heart attack risk, lowers blood pressure, and increases heart muscle contractility.

Research has even shown that a high fat diet, if of the right type, actually causes a reversal of atherosclerosis—as long as there is no cholesterol in the diet. But a high fat diet is not to be recommended due to an increased cancer risk.

Regarding my references to the Bible and Ellen White's writings: People consumed many of the sacrificial offerings—including the bread prepared with oil. And when, in 1868, Ellen White spoke against the use of "grease" (Counsels on Diet and Foods, p. 83) she was still using butter. "Grease" in her mind did not include butter. As far as can be ascertained she also used oil.

The strictest diet Ellen White spoke of is one without milk or eggs. Some today have been attempting to develop a diet that is stricter than her strictest. The General Conference Nutrition Council—which consists of the top nutritional scientists in the church, including Ph. D's and M. D. 's from both Andrews and Loma Linda universities—believes such a diet is without foundation both from a scientific and from a religious standpoint. Progressive reform in diet should have scientific justification. The "no oil" diet has no such justification, although a diet that limits the use of oil has great scientific justification. Even the therapeutic diet should generally include the advantages a limited use of oil of the right type offers, as noted above.

After reviewing all the evidence, the Nutrition Council has recommended a diet in which 20 to 30 percent of the calories come from fat. They further recommend that Seventh-day Adventists in the North American Division adopt a vegetarian diet, learn to cook without eggs, reduce the amount of fat from dairy products that they consume, and substitute polyunsaturated fats for saturated fats and use even these in limited amounts. These are the most far-reaching nutritional recommendations ever made by an official body of the church.

The Nutrition Council —has developed a position paper on the subject of fats and a booklet showing the scientific support for that position. These may be obtained from the General Conference Health and Temperance Department. —John A.

Scharffenberg, M.D., adjunct professor of nutrition, Loma Linda University, Loma Linda, California.

Correction

Bob Pickle of Fort Dodge, Iowa, alerted me to a misstatement I made in my interview ("Olson Discusses the Veltman Study," December 1990). I stated that Ellen White placed the Tower of Babel before the Flood (Patriarchs and Prophets, volume 3, page 301), but subsequently corrected the error in Patriarchs and Prophets. Brother Pickle pointed out to me that the preface to the facsimile edition of Spiritual Gifts attributes the mistake to a printer's error. Brother Pickle and the preface are both right. I had forgotten that preface completely. However, my point still stands; I just used the wrong illustration. Ellen White's "amalgamation of man and beast" statement in Spiritual Gifts attributes the mistake to a printer's error. Her later account is more carefully crafted than the earlier one. — Robert W. Olson, Ellen G. White Estate, General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, Silver Spring, Maryland.

No paper pope

Thank you for the two articles by Fred Veltman ("The Desire of Ages Project," October and December 1990). I am certain there will be mixed reactions, but be of good courage—we are making progress.

As a ministerial director I, along with fellow ministers and believers, agonized over the validity of Mrs. White's inspiration and, unfortunately, witnessed several leave the faith altogether. I think the problem began years ago when we were taught in academy, college, and seminary a different version of inspiration than what is evolving today.

There is a positive side to all we are learning. It has caused me to turn to the Bible for my faith instead of making Ellen G. White my primary source of study and information. The individuals who have thrown the proverbial baby out with the bathwater have been those who have made Ellen G. White their (Continued on page 28)
Gandhi once remarked that the happiest people are those without any history. That was his whimsical way of saying that history sometimes can be an embarrassing and inescapable burden. Is Adventist theological history an embarrassment to our present belief and proclamation? Do we have skeletons in our historical closet? A frank understanding of the historical development of church doctrine and organization will bridge the gulf between then and now, and ensure a more cohesive and creative future. You will find Arthur Patrick's handling of the issue both provocative and challenging.

Digging into history also leads to the reaffirmation of precious and timeless jewels. One such is “Christ Our Righteousness,” an 1891 Ellen G. White manuscript. The article captures the beauty, the balance, and the biblical perspective of justification by faith.
M y comments on dancing in my editorial “Celebration Is a Naughty Word” (December 1990) stirred many readers’ emotions.

One writer said, “I used to be very good at dancing, but I’m not sure which steps will accompany the celebration order of service. Mr. Newman didn’t elaborate in his article. I learned how to dance in high school with little difficulty, so it should be duck soup. However, I am worried about my wife, who was raised an Adventist and has never been able to ‘cut a rug,’ if you know what I mean.”

Some correspondents accused me of promoting dancing during the worship service and others of exegeting poorly. Some acknowledged that the Old Testament did put in a good word for dancing but said that since the New Testament never approved of it, we must disapprove of it. One wrote that on a recent trip to Israel he had visited a synagogue on Sabbath. He concluded that since he found no dancing there, people did not dance as a part of worship in Bible times.

Let me put the record straight. I am not advocating dancing as a part of our worship services—though we forget that there are many forms of dancing, not all of which are necessarily lascivious.

In my editorial I said that the Bible mentioned dancing as a part of worshiping God. Since many Adventists know only one way to worship God—Sabbath morning church services—it apparently is hard for us to imagine the diverse ways in which people worshiped God in ancient times.

Worship is simply giving to God His worth. It can be expressed through the emotions as well as the intellect. But Adventists, as a whole, tend to be wary of the use of emotion in worship—and not without good reason.

Ellen White opposed the use of musical instruments in worship when they are used to whip up people’s emotions. She said that the devil works through our emotions to control us, while God works through our minds, our intellects, to guide us. Satan “will endeavor to excite the emotions, to arouse the passions, to fasten the affections on that which is not for your good; but it is for you to hold every emotion and passion under control, in calm subjection to reason and conscience. Then Satan loses his power to control the mind.”

“Do not want an emotional religion,” Ellen White wrote. “It is not your feelings, your emotions, that make you a child of God, but the doing of God’s will.” “We are not to look into our hearts for a joyful emotion as an evidence of our acceptance with Heaven, but we are to take God’s promises and say, ‘They are mine.’”

She was also concerned about how non-Adventists would react to extremism in worship. She wrote: “In this stage of our history we must be very careful to guard against everything that savors of fanaticism and disorder. We must guard against all peculiar exercises that would be likely to stir up the minds of unbelievers, and lead them to think that as a people we are led by impulse, and delight in noise and confusion accompanied by eccentricities of action.”

She attended one meeting where “there was much excitement, with noise and confusion. One could not tell what was piped or what was harped. Some appeared to be in vision, and fell to the floor. Others were jumping, dancing, and shouting.”

Ellen White did not oppose emotion but emotionalism, which is excessive appeal to or dependence on the emotions. She recognized that emotion constitutes an important component of the human being. Her writings remind us that “we must gather about the cross. Christ and Him crucified should be the theme of contemplation, of conversation, and of our most joyful emotion.” It is just that “emotions are as changeable as the clouds. You must have something solid for the foundation of your faith. The word of the Lord is a word of infinite power, upon which you may rely.” “We are to find the assurance of our acceptance with God in His written promise, not in a happy flight of feeling. Were we to ground our hope upon joyful emotions, there are many of God’s true people who would be without assurance.”

While Ellen White generally reacted negatively to dancing, she does mention some biblical dancing in a positive way: the dancing of Miriam and David, for example. Commenting on the Feast of Tabernacles as conducted during Jesus’ ministry on earth, she said: “At evening when the lamps were lighted, the court was a scene of great rejoicing. Gray-haired men, the priests of the temple and the rulers of the people, united in the festive dances to the sound of instrumental music and the chants of the Levites.”

Salvation always comes through an act of the will—routed through the intellect. It should result in our feeling peace and joy (emotions)—but only as a result, never as a cause. We must always found our mode of worship upon the Bible; it
should center on acknowledging Jesus as Lord as well as Saviour. Only our need commends us to God, and when we surrender to His will He imputes the righteousness of God to us and also simultaneously transforms us through the new birth experience.

So we should worship God with both our mind and our emotions—praising Him. “I will praise you, O Lord, with all my heart” (Ps. 138:1, NIV).

Do we worship a seventeenth-century God?

During a church service a few weeks ago, someone read from a King James Version Bible a passage from the book of Romans. As I followed along in my New International Version, I was struck by the contrast between what I was hearing and what I was reading. What I was hearing came across as obscure, requiring considerable effort to follow. In my modern translation, on the other hand, Paul’s argument stood out plainly; there was no question what he was saying.

As the difference between the old translation and the new impressed itself on me, I wondered, Why in the world are we still using the King James Version (KJV) for public worship? I know the argument that we need something that is uniform so we can read the Bible together, and that the KJV is the obvious choice because more people use it than any other version. But for me this argument doesn’t hold water anymore. We can have the uniformity we need for responsive reading by using the scriptures supplied in the back of our hymnals or by printing in our bulletins the passage to be read. I believe that the advantages of using more up-to-date translations outweigh any of the arguments favoring the KJV.

What are the advantages of using a modern translation? For one thing, we’ve learned a lot about the text of the Bible since the KJV was translated. We now have manuscripts that are significantly closer to the originals. And subsequent study has added to our understanding of the original languages as well.

These improvements in the text have not brought major changes in the Bible’s message, but the Bible is the word of the infinite God—so why should we be satisfied with less than the best? Isn’t the removal of some of the “static” on the line sufficient reason to change our practice?1

Second, the language we use to speak of God conveys subliminal messages. In Your God Is Too Small, J. B. Phillips wrote that a group of high school students were asked whether God understood radar. (This happened when radar was a relatively new invention.) Their first answer was no. Then, when they had thought about it for a moment, they laughed and said, Well, of course He must. Their first answer revealed that they tended to think of God as out of touch, as part of the ages past.

Why did they tend to think of God as out of touch with our times? When the primary text we use to communicate about God speaks in language that be-

1 Our High Calling, p. 87.
2 Signs of the Times, Mar. 4, 1889.
3 Mind, Character, and Personality, vol. 1, p. 124.
4 The Faith I Live By, p. 9.
5 Selected Messages, book 2, p. 41.
6 Ibid., p. 34.
7 Steps to Christ, p. 103.
8 Selected Messages, book 1, p. 328.
9 Signs of the Times, Apr. 18, 1895.
10 Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 410.
11 Ibid., p. 707.
12 The Desire of Ages, p. 463. (Italics supplied.)

longs to the long ago and far away, we give the impression that God and religion belong to the long ago and far away—that they are disconnected from the world we live in. People who have a long acquaintance with God can see through this illusion, but it tends to suggest to the young and those who have grown up outside the church that God and religion are irrelevant to our age.

Third, the use of an old, hard-to-understand translation suggests that to those who are using it, the traditional forms of religion are more important than meaning, than understanding—that we value this particular form of God’s Word more than we do its content.

The men who translated the King James Version apparently anticipated or actually received a lot of criticism for foisting a new English translation on the public. The translators wrote an extensive preface to meet this criticism (which, unfortunately, most current printings of the KJV leave out). Apparently people were asking Why are you making a new translation? Has the church been deceived all this time? The translators’ response: “To deliver God’s book unto people in a tongue which they understand. Since of an hidden treasure, and of a fountain that is sealed, there is no profit.”

Note that they weren’t making the first English translation. There were other good English translations available—two made within the preceding 50 years. Yet they justified their new translation on the grounds of people’s need to have God’s Word in a language they understood. They went on in the preface to argue that secular books are translated over and over again, and if that be true, how much more important to retranslate the Scriptures because of their infinitely greater value. They said that such retranslation would polish the good and allow the

David C. James
poor parts of the translation to be corrected.

Nearly 400 years have passed since those wise men did their work. Do we really think that the English language has changed so little since that time and that we have learned so little about the Bible that no new translation is justified? Or are we allowing tradition to hinder our clear understanding of God's Word and our persuasive communication of it to our world?

Fourth, while not a matter of translation, I think the KJV's style, which makes each verse a separate paragraph, tends to lead readers to regard Scripture as a collection of aphorisms or pronouncements rather than as connected thoughts forming narrative and argument. This packaging of Scripture encourages proof texting and discourages reading in context—the single most important principle for understanding the Bible.

Fifth, reading is work. As an editor, I've learned that if I want people to read the articles I edit, I have to make reading them as easy as possible. Every obstacle, whether it be small type or poor layout or redundancy or unclear construction, makes some readers stop reading.

Since we want our people to read the Bible, we need to remove the obstacles that sidetrack them—and unfamiliar, out-of-date language is one of those obstacles.

Sixth, the New Testament was not written in either some holy language or some special literary language. Those who wrote it used Koine Greek—the language of commerce and family letters, the common language of the time. Like the people who first received it, we need the Bible in the common, everyday language of our time.

Finally, our direct spiritual ancestors—Ellen White, among them—have given us the precedent of using modern translations. As spiritual leaders, you can educate your people regarding the versions of the Bible. You must do this slowly, carefully, and tactfully. As the translators of the KJV observed: "He that medleth with men's Religion in any part, medleth with their custome, nay, with their freehold; and though they finde no content in that which they haue, yet they cannot abide to heare of altering." You needn't attempt to take the KJV away from those who are comfortable with it, but encourage them to vary their reading by using other versions. And when you can do so without causing too much of a disturbance, use a modern translation for your Scripture readings and in your preaching.

1 For instance, the manuscripts from which the KJV was translated make scriptural the traditional story that linked healings at the pool of Bethesda with an angel's stirring of the water (see John 5:3, 4). I feel more comfortable with the modern translations that follow the older (better) manuscripts in leaving this tradition out of the Bible. (Ellen G. White identifies the content of this added material as tradition; see The Desire of Ages, p. 201.)

For another example, see 1 John 5:7, 8—a notorious instance of how tradition affected the textus receptus, from which the KJV New Testament was translated.

2 For example, see The Great Controversy, p. 479.

3 What of the New King James Version? In my opinion it's unsatisfactory. It is an improvement over the KJV in that the language is more up-to-date. But it's based on the same text as the KJV, and so has the same problems. When it comes to something as important as God's Word, why should we be satisfied with the second rate—why not use the best available?

Recommendations? The New International Version is very good. But look also at the New Revised Standard Version (an updating of the Revised Standard Version) and The Revised English Bible (an updating of The New English Bible).
Does our past embarrass us?

Is our theological history an embarrassment to present faith and proclamation? How do we bridge the chasm between faith and history of faith?

Seventh-day Adventists are a pilgrim people upon whom the past and the future impinge constantly. Part of our pastoral commission is to help our people remember the journeys of faith that lie behind us, and to explore with them the terrain of the future in the combined light of history and Bible prophecy.

Early Christians were certain that the past experiences of God's people had continuing significance. Paul was convinced that the history of Israel was not simply an example for believers, but that it was recorded as a warning to those "on whom the fulfillment of the ages has come" (1 Cor. 10:11, NIV).

Early Adventists grasped this idea and applied it to their theological and ecclesiologial development as they sought to learn from both Jewish and Christian history. Our most important periodical, the *Second Advent Review and Sabbath Herald*, was designed in 1850 with a sense of the past as well as the present: it proposed to review the rise of the Second Advent movement and to herald the seventh day of the week as the Bible Sabbath. In 1858, with the publication of *The Great Controversy Between Christ and His Angels and Satan and His Angels*, Ellen White began a new phase of her lifetime focus on history. Major revisions of this work, produced in 1884, 1888, and 1911, helped Adventists better understand the Lord's leading throughout Christian history in general, and within their own heritage in particular. In 1903 Ellen White declared: "We must study to find out the best way in which to take up the review of our experiences from the beginning of our work." ¹ Such injunctions have led Adventist publications to make frequent reference to our heritage.

But during recent decades, recourse to the past has been fraught with peril as well as promise. This problem is not unique to Seventh-day Adventists. Indeed, during the second half of the twentieth century many areas of Christian history have undergone fresh scrutiny, often with traumatic results for believers. For instance, a recent article analyzed the ramifications resulting from "the maturation of evangelical historiography and the phenomenon of observer-participant history." ² Another article, after listing the important changes that occurred in the short period between 1960 and 1980, concluded that it is no longer adequate to see history as "an act of piety," laudatory in tone and compilatory in nature. Nostalgic antiquarians writing triumphalist or polemical accounts aid the burial of the past, but this is unacceptable to a generation that demands perceptive analysis. No longer do "the traditional themes of heroic survival and unity in the face of many foes" speak to an age that is suspicious of hagiography. ³

How should we relate to the history of our faith? Does our church have closet doors better left closed?

In 1970 A. Graham Maxwell pointed out that at great expense the Adventist Church has developed a body of people willing and able to examine critically the movement of which they are a part. Dr. Maxwell also observed that in the past "no religious movement has been able to
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¹ Such injunctions have led Adventist publications to make frequent reference to our heritage.

² Another article, after listing the important changes that occurred in the short period between 1960 and 1980, concluded that it is no longer adequate to see history as "an act of piety," laudatory in tone and compilatory in nature. Nostalgic antiquarians writing triumphalist or polemical accounts aid the burial of the past, but this is unacceptable to a generation that demands perceptive analysis. No longer do "the traditional themes of heroic survival and unity in the face of many foes" speak to an age that is suspicious of hagiography.

³ How should we relate to the history of our faith? Does our church have closet doors better left closed?

In 1970 A. Graham Maxwell pointed out that at great expense the Adventist Church has developed a body of people willing and able to examine critically the movement of which they are a part. Dr. Maxwell also observed that in the past "no religious movement has been able to
survive beyond this point without serious loss of unity and sense of mission."
Since 1972 our church has planned and opened archival facilities at its headq

ers and in major centers around the world. This has made it possible for trained historians to use primary source materials in the writing of observer-participant accounts of the past, thus helping the maturing process of Adventist historiography.

Adventist history is the story of Adventist belief and direction. The story traces the impact of theological ideas on believers and their world. It demarcates passionate struggles and great victories at various levels—personal, theological, organizational, missiological. It shows how the Lord led us, taught us, transformed us, chastised us, and moved us forward. Too often we tend to forget the ups and downs of the past, and imagine that our doctrines have been static. This failure to perceive the nature and extent of historical development of faith, doctrine, and practice in the Adventist Church has caused a chasm of misunderstanding between the faith of many Adventists and the realities of their heritage.

The problem has evoked a number of responses. Some earnest believers deny the existence of the chasm and seek to silence or discipline those who discover or describe it. Others are so troubled by the chasm that they refuse to deal with the past intelligently, and at times abandon the church. Yet others seek to bridge the chasm between the present and the past.

We may applaud the motives of those who state that Adventist faith has not experienced developmental growth and change. Good motives, however, do not necessarily make a position valid. History testifies that we have had the courage to change when it was necessary to do so, and that change or growth in itself need not be equated with collapse. A few examples from the past will illustrate the point.

Evidences of a chasm

The need to understand the development of Adventist doctrine is aptly illustrated by the "shut door" interpretation of 1844. This idea has a unique importance for Adventism because of its bearing on issues that are central to our movement's identity—the doctrine of the sanctuary, the role of Ellen White, and missiology. The earliest report of Ellen White's first vision had references to the shut door theory. James White's letters from 1845 onward stressed the significance of the doctrine for Adventism. Uriah Smith's apologetic writings during the 1860s gave a more durable and systematic form to the doctrine. As a result, the shut door doctrine has provided criticisms of Seventh-day Adventism, from Millerite times to the present, with one of their most convenient offensive weapons.

Yet today few of us would talk about the shut door theory with any theological enthusiasm. In fact, we have an anomalous situation: official Adventist literature until recently has been loath to admit the existence of a chasm between the faith of believers and the facts of history in this area. However, since the International Prophetic Guidance Workshop in 1982 there has been a serious attempt to understand the problem. Instead of denying its existence or underestimating its reality, we can now admit that God led our pioneers step by step, and that the shut door concept helped them maintain a sense of identity during a time of difficult transition. This approach helps us to face our history honestly and creatively, and to interpret the approach of our pioneers toward theology. To relate to history thus is to equip ourselves better in the fulfillment of our pastoral commission.

A second example of the chasm that developed between the past and the present may be cited from a different area—the precious doctrine of righteousness by faith. Beginning around 1950, there has been a continual emphasis on Christ our righteousness and on justification by faith. Efforts have been made to recapture the actual teachings of A. T. Jones and E. J. Waggoner on justification and sanctification, and no effort has been spared in the reproduction of their writings. But a careful reading of their presentations, so needed when they were reprinted in book form. In one of those articles, Smith defended Ellen White's statement on the amalgamation of man and beast. He not only contended that amalgamation was a fact but also declared that its "effect is still visible in certain races of men," and identified examples from people living on two continents. Smith further claimed support for his theory from naturalists who found it impossible "to tell just where the human ends and the animal begins." 9

That was history. Now look at a recent analysis. With remarkable courage and clarity, Gordon Shigley has recounted the history of Smith's apologetic on this point, and noted the various stances that Adventists have taken since Smith's book was published. Probably no one would contend today that amalgamation is a fact. To do so would suggest that one has failed to profit by the wealth of information that God has made available on creation science. Even so, a proper understanding of the history and development of doctrine would lead us to consider Uriah Smith's dilemma sympathetically, and perhaps even to appreciate whatever may have led him to his position. Such a stance would make it possible to disagree with Smith on anal-
were confronted with fresh data relating to health reform, again indicative of the chasm that lay between the church’s faith and its history. In Prophetess of Health Ronald Numbers focused on some of the problematic issues. Some members and ministers were troubled deeply by some of Numbers’ findings. Scholars faced tough issues on sources and interpretations. Slowly the church was made aware that health reform, like our other doctrines, experienced gradual development over many decades before reaching its present status, and that this development took place in response to varying stimuli.

Relating to prophetic ministry
To a large extent the chasm of misunderstanding between present Adventist faith and early Adventist history relates to the prophetic ministry of Ellen White. A wealth of new data concerning her life and writings has surfaced in the past 20 years, leading to interpretations and conclusions that may seem at variance with previous positions. For example, prior to 1970 most believers accepted the following statements with little or no hesitation:

1. Ellen White’s writings make a striking appeal to timeless truth.
2. They contain certain unique elements, even though they are related in an evident way to both Adventist and non-Adventist literature of her time.
3. Her writings on health placed Seventh-day Adventists on vantage ground by relating bodily health to basic spiritual well-being and by pointing out numerous paths to right living, even though she reflected some of the ideas of her Adventist and non-Adventist contemporaries.
4. She made effective use of the Bible in her writings even though she employed Scripture in a variety of ways, not all of which express the meaning and intent of the Bible.
5. While she often helped the church develop and express its theology, her doctrinal understandings underwent both growth and change during her lifetime of ministry.
6. She retained a position of control over her literary output, but her literary assistants and advisors did have more than a minor mechanical role in the preparation of her writings for publication.
7. Her writings reveal a remarkable literary beauty, but her use of sources and the role she assigned her assistants/advisors indicate that this literary excellence should not be used as a proof of her divine inspiration.

Although the examples given in this article are few in number and are enunciated only in brief form, they illustrate the kind of bridge-building that is essential to care for the chasm that exists between the present faith of the Adventist believer and a historical understanding of Adventist thought. To effectively bring about this building is the pastor’s responsibility. This is why pastoral training should include an understanding of “the origin and subsequent modification of characteristic Seventh-day Adventist teachings.” But this endeavor should not cease with seminary training; it is a valid part of a pastor’s lifetime commission.

Some earnest believers, unable to live with the reality of doctrinal change and growth, conclude that our heritage is unworthy and needs to be disregarded. They seldom refer to Adventist history or the writings of Ellen White, and they feel a sense of disquiet when others do so. This struggle between faith and history has been a crucial factor in the loss of spiritual identity. This is why pastoral training should include an understanding of “the origin and subsequent modification of characteristic Seventh-day Adventist teachings.” But this endeavor should not cease with seminary training; it is a valid part of a pastor’s lifetime commission.

Some earnest believers, unable to live with the reality of doctrinal change and growth, conclude that our heritage is unworthy and needs to be disregarded. They seldom refer to Adventist history or the writings of Ellen White, and they feel a sense of disquiet when others do so. This struggle between faith and history has been a crucial factor in the loss of spiritual identity. This is why pastoral training should include an understanding of “the origin and subsequent modification of characteristic Seventh-day Adventist teachings.” But this endeavor should not cease with seminary training; it is a valid part of a pastor’s lifetime commission.

Some earnest believers, unable to live with the reality of doctrinal change and growth, conclude that our heritage is unworthy and needs to be disregarded. They seldom refer to Adventist history or the writings of Ellen White, and they feel a sense of disquiet when others do so. This struggle between faith and history has been a crucial factor in the loss of spiritual identity. This is why pastoral training should include an understanding of “the origin and subsequent modification of characteristic Seventh-day Adventist teachings.” But this endeavor should not cease with seminary training; it is a valid part of a pastor’s lifetime commission.

Some earnest believers, unable to live with the reality of doctrinal change and growth, conclude that our heritage is unworthy and needs to be disregarded. They seldom refer to Adventist history or the writings of Ellen White, and they feel a sense of disquiet when others do so. This struggle between faith and history has been a crucial factor in the loss of spiritual identity. This is why pastoral training should include an understanding of “the origin and subsequent modification of characteristic Seventh-day Adventist teachings.” But this endeavor should not cease with seminary training; it is a valid part of a pastor’s lifetime commission.

The struggle can be met effectively only by recognizing the chasm and accepting the need for change and growth.

Objectives in bridge-building
The task of the pastor as interpreter of the past and spy of the future is a demanding one. It calls for the skills of a bridge-builder; it involves the patience of the
Christ our righteousness

Ellen G. White comments on righteousness—and particularly justification—by faith.

Ellen G. White have attended the closing meeting of the ministerial Bible school—a school composed of conference delegates and those who have been attending the ministerial institute. At this meeting several were called upon to say something. Remarks appropriate for the occasion were made by Elders Olsen, Waggoner, Prescott, and Smith; also by Elder Haskell, who has been mercifully preserved during his tour around the world.

I spoke in regard to matters that were deeply impressing my mind. I referred to the fear that had been expressed by some who were not members of the ministerial institute, and who had not been present at all the Bible classes of the school—a fear that there was danger of carrying the subject of justification by faith altogether too far, and of not dwelling enough on the law.

Judging from the meetings that I had been privileged to attend, I could see no cause for alarm; and so I felt called upon to say that this fear was cherished by those who had not heard all the precious lessons given, and that therefore they were not warranted in coming to such a conclusion. None of the members of the class who had been studying the Word to learn “What saith the Scriptures?” entertained any such fear. The Bible, and the Bible alone, has been the subject of investigation in this school. Every lesson has been based, not on the ideas and the opinions of men, but on a plain “Thus saith the Lord.”

Many remarks have been made to the


6 The statement resulted from the work of a consultation group on righteousness by faith, and has since been republished in various parts of the world in periodicals and pamphlets.


15 The Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary, Andrews University, has moved wisely to include the course "Development of SDA Theology" as part of its Master of Divinity curriculum. See SDA Theological Seminary Bulletin, 1988-1989, p. 89.

effect that in our camp meetings the
speakers have dwelt upon the law, the law,
and not on Jesus. This statement is not
strictly true, but have not the people had
some reason for making these remarks?
Have not they stood in the desk, as
mouthpieces for God, men who had not a
genuine experience in heavenly things,
men who had not received the righteous-
ness of Christ Jesus? Many of our ministers
have merely sermonized, presenting sub-
jects in an argumentative way and scarcely
mentioning the saving power of the Re-
deemer. Not having themselves partaken
of the living bread from heaven, their tes-
timony was destitute of nourishment, des-
titute of the saving blood of Jesus Christ,
which cleanseth from all sin. Their offer-
ing resembled the offering of Cain. He
brought to the Lord the fruit of the
ground, which, in itself, was acceptable in
God’s sight. Very good, indeed, was the
fruit, but the virtue of the offering, the
blood of Christ, represented by the blood
of the slain lamb, was lacking. So it is in
Christless sermons. Men are not pricked
in the heart; they do not inquire, “What
shall I do to be saved?”

In His sacrificial character, Christ re-
veals Himself as the Bread of Life. “Whoso
eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood,
hath eternal life; and I will raise him up
at the last day. For my flesh is meat indeed,
and my blood is drink indeed. He that
eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood,
dwelleth in me, and I in him” (verses
54-56). These words are very similar to
those He used in representing Himself as
the Vine, and His followers as the
branches: “Abide in me, and I in you. As
the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, ex-
cept it abide in the vine; no more can ye,
except ye abide in me. I am the vine, ye
are the branches: He that abideth in me,
and I in him, the same bringeth forth
much fruit: for without me ye can do
nothing” (John 15:4, 5).

How can our people be better helped
than by being given the bread of life?
And this bread is God’s Word; for Christ
has said: “It is the spirit that quickeneth;
the flesh profiteth nothing: the words
that I speak unto you, they are spirit, and
they are life” (John 6:63).

The law and the gospel, revealed in
the Word, are to be preached to the peo-
ple; for the law and the gospel, blended,
will convict of sin. God’s law, while con-
demning sin, points to the gospel, re-
vealing Jesus Christ, in whom “dwellth
all the fulness of the Godhead bodily.”
The glory of the gospel reflects light upon
the Jewish age, giving significance to the
whole Jewish economy of types and shad-
ows. Thus both the law and the gospel
are blended. In no discourse are they
to be divorced.

Over the spiritual eyes of altogether too
many there has been hanging a veil. Many
have been reaching the binding claims of
God’s law, but have not been able to see to
the end of that which was abolished. They
have not seen that Jesus Christ is the glory
of the law. The bright beams of the Sun of
Righteousness are to be reflected from His
messengers upon the minds of sinners, in
order that they may be led to say, with one
of old, “Open thou mine eyes, that I may
behold wondrous things out of Thy law”
(Ps. 119:18).

Many of our brethren and sisters do
not discern the wondrous things that are
to be seen in God’s law. They have not
beheld that which was revealed to Moses
when he prayed, “I beseech thee, shew
me thy glory” (Ex. 33:18). To Moses was
revealed God’s character. “The Lord de-
cended in the cloud, and stood with him
there, and proclaimed the name of the
Lord. And the Lord passed by before him,
and proclaimed, The Lord, The Lord
God, merciful and gracious, long-
suffering, and abundant in goodness and
truth, keeping mercy for thousands, for-
giving iniquity and transgression and sin,
and that will by no means clear the
guilty” (Ex. 34:5-7).

The apostle John, in his first Epistle,
gives the definition of sin. He declares:
“Whosoever committeth sin trans-
griseth also the law: for sin is the trans-
gression of the law” (1 John 3:4).

To Moses, the character of God was
revealed as His glory. In like manner, we
behold the glory of Christ by beholding
His character. Paul says: “We all, with
open face beholding as in a glass the glory
of the Lord, are changed into the same
image from glory to glory [from character
to character] even as by the Spirit of the
Lord” (2 Cor. 3:18).

Why, then, is there manifested in the
church so great a lack of love, of true,
elevated, sanctified, ennobling sympa-
thy, of tender pity and loving forbear-
ance? It is because Christ is not con-
tinually brought before the people. His
attributes of character are not brought
into the practical life. Men and women
are not eating of the bread that cometh
down from heaven.

I have felt very sad as I have seen min-
isters walking and working in the light of
the sparks of their own kindling; minis-
ters who were not obtaining spiritual
nourishment from Christ, the Bread of
Life. Their own souls were as destitute of
the heavenly manna as the hills of Gilboa
were destitute of dew and rain. In their
hearts Christ was not an abiding pres-
ence. How could they speak intelligently
of Him whom they had never known by

Seventh-day
Adventists should be foremost in uplifting
Christ before the world.
The religion of many is very much like an icicle—freezingly cold.

experimental knowledge?

We must see Christ as He is. By the eye of faith we must discern the glory of the Only Begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth. By failing to cherish the Spirit of Christ, by taking wrong positions in the controversy over the law in Galatians—a question that many have not fully understood before taking a wrong position—the church has sustained a sad loss. The spiritual condition of the church, generally, is represented by the words of the True Witness: “Nevertheless,” saith the One who loves the souls for whom He has died, “I have somewhat against thee, because thou hast left thy first love.” The position taken by many during the Minneapolis General Conference testifies to their Christless condition. The admonition to every such an one is: “Remember therefore from whence thou art fallen, and repent, and do the first works; or else I will remove thy candlestick out of his place, except thou repent.”

Have not many in this ministerial school seen their mistake of not abiding in Christ? Cannot they have the privilege of repenting, and of doing their first works? Who shall condemn this work of repentance, of confession, of baptism? If some conscientiously feel that their first duty is to repent of their sins, confess them, and be baptized, is not this the first work that they must do?

When precious rays of light from the Sun of Righteousness have shone upon our pathway, some have opened wide the door of the heart, welcoming the Heaven-sent light into the chambers of the soul. They receive the words of Christ Jesus gladly. Others have needed the divine anointing to improve their spiritual eyesight, in order that they may distinguish the light of truth from the darkness of error. Because of their blindness, they have lost an experience that would have been more precious to them than silver and gold. Some, I fear, will never recover that which they have lost.

When strong-minded men once set their will against God’s will, it is not easy for them to admit that they have erred in judgment. It is very difficult for such men to come fully into the light by honestly confessing their sins; for Satan has great power over the minds of many to whom God has granted evidence sufficient to encourage faith and inspire confidence. Many will not be convinced, because they are not inclined to confess. To resist and reject even one ray of light from Heaven because of pride and stubbornness of heart makes it easier to refuse light the second time. Thus men form the habit of rejecting light.

So long had the Jews refused to walk in the light of truth, that they rejected their Saviour. Jesus said of the Jews: “Ye will not come to me, that ye might have life” (John 5:40). He, the Light of life, came to enlighten every man that comes into the world, so that no man need walk in darkness. The light of truth is constantly shining, but many men and women comprehend it not. And why? Because selfishness, egotism, pride, blinds their spiritual eyesight. Standing between them and the true light is the idol of their own opinion. They can see very readily that which they wish to see. Saith the True Witness: “He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the midst of the paradise of God” (Rev. 2:7). “The secret of the Lord is with them that fear him” (Ps. 25:14).

My brethren in the ministry, we need Jesus every moment. To lose His love from our hearts means much. Yet He Himself says: “I have somewhat against thee, because thou hast left thy first love” (Rev. 2:4). There is danger of presenting the truth in such a way that the intellect is exalted, leaving the souls of the hearers unsatisfied. A correct theory of the truth may be presented, and yet there may not be manifested the warmth of affection that the God of truth requires every one of His messengers to cherish and manifest.

The religion of many is very much like an icicle—freezingly cold. The hearts of not a few are still unmelted, unsubdued. They cannot touch the hearts of others, because their own hearts are not surcharged with the blessed love that flows from the heart of Christ. There are others who speak of religion as a matter of the will. They dwell upon stern duty as if it were a master ruling with a scepter of iron—a master, stern, inflexible, all-powerful—devoid of the sweet, melting love and tender compassion of Christ. Still others go to the opposite extreme, making religious emotions prominent, and on special occasions manifesting intense zeal. Their religion seems to be more of the nature of a stimulus rather than an abiding faith in Christ.

True ministers know the value of the inward working of the Holy Spirit upon human hearts. They are content with simplicity in religious services. Instead of making much of popular singing, they give their principal attention to the study of the Word, and render praise to God from the heart. Above the outward adorning they regard the inward adorning, the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit. In their mouths is found no guile. In the lives of many more ministers there should be revealed the eternal verity of the kingdom of God. Those who practice the truth in daily life are represented as trees of righteousness, bearing the fruits of the Spirit.

Genuine religion is based upon a belief in the Scriptures. God’s Word is to be believed without question. No part of it is to be cut and carved to fit certain theories. Men are not to exalt human wisdom by sitting in judgment upon God’s Word. The Bible was written by holy men of old, as they were moved upon by the Holy Spirit, and this Book contains all that we know for certain and all that we can ever hope to learn in regard to God and Christ, unless, like Paul, we are taken to the third heaven to hear “unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for a man to utter” (2 Cor. 12:4). This revelation to the apostle did not spoil his humility.

The life of a Christian is a life regulated by the Word of God just as it reads. All the truths of the Old and the New Testaments form a complete whole. These truths we are to cherish, believe, and obey. To the true disciple, faith in God’s Word is a living, active principle; for “with the heart man believeth unto righteousness; and with the mouth confession is made unto salvation” (Rom. 10:10). By faith man believes that he receives the righteousness of Christ.

Faith, in itself, is an act of the mind. Jesus Himself is the Author and the Finisher of our faith. He gave His life for us, and His blood speaks in our behalf better things than spoke the blood of Abel, which cried unto God against Cain the murderer. Christ’s blood was shed to remit our sins.
Many commit the error of trying to define minutely the fine points of distinction between justification and sanctification. Into the definitions of these two terms they often bring their own ideas and speculations. Why try to work out every minute point, more minute than is inspiration on the two terms they often bring their own tinction between justification and sanctification. Into the definitions of these ideas and speculations. Why try to being of this matter? All cannot see in the same line of vision. You are in danger of making a world of an atom, and an atom of a world.

As the penitent sinner, contrite before God, discerns Christ’s atonement in his behalf, and accepts this atonement as his only hope in this life and the future life, his sins are pardoned. This is justification by faith. Every believing soul is to conform his will entirely to God’s will, and keep in a state of repentance and contrition, exercising faith in the atoning merits of the Redeemer, and advancing from strength to strength, from glory to glory.

Pardon and justification are one and the same thing. Through faith, the believer passes from the position of a rebel, a child of sin and Satan, to the position of a loyal subject of Christ Jesus, not because of an inherent goodness, but because Christ receives him as His child by adoption. The sinner receives the forgiveness of his sins, because these sins are borne by his Substitute and Surety. The Lord speaks to His heavenly Father, saying: “This is My child. I reprove him from the condemnation of death, giving him My life insurance policy—eternal life—because I have taken his place and have suffered for his sins. He is even My beloved son.” Thus man, pardoned, and clothed with the beautiful garments of Christ’s righteousness, stands faultless before God.

The sinner may err, but he is not cast off without mercy. His only hope, however, is repentance toward God and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. It is the Father’s prerogative to forgive our transgressions and sins, because Christ has taken upon Himself our guilt and reprieved us, imputing to us His own righteousness. His sacrifice satisfies fully the demands of justice.

Justification is the opposite of condemnation. God’s boundless mercy is exercised toward those who are wholly undeserving. He forgives transgressions and sins for the sake of Jesus, who has become the propitiation for our sins. Through faith in Christ, the guilty transgressor is brought into favor with God and into the strong hope of life eternal.

David was pardoned of his transgression because he humbled his heart before God in repentance and contrition of soul, and believed that God’s promise to forgive would be fulfilled. He confessed his sin, repented, and was reconverted. In the rapture of the assurance of forgiveness, he exclaimed, “Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered. Blessed is the man unto whom the Lord imputeth not iniquity, and in whose spirit there is no guile.” The blessing comes because of pardon; pardon comes through faith that the sin, confessed and repented of, is borne by the great Sin-bearer. Thus from Christ cometh all our blessings. His death is an atoning sacrifice for our sins. He is the great medium through whom we receive the mercy and favor of God. He, then, is indeed the Originator, the Author, as well as the Finisher, of our faith.

"How Do You Implement Global Strategy In The Local Church?"

"God seldom calls those who are qualified, but he always qualifies those whom be calls."

This philosophy is the premise of two new video seminars designed to prepare Adventist lay people for effective outreach.

A man driven to lead people to Christ, Mark Finley not only shares the proven ingredients of successful personal soul-winning, he also speaks to people’s hearts.

The video seminars, "Fulfilling The Gospel Commission" and "Making Friends For God," may be just the tools you’ve been waiting for to help mobilize your church members into action.

"Fulfilling The Gospel Commission" is designed to motivate, inspire and involve church members in outreach. "Making Friends For God" is a practical, "how to" witnessing primer. Both include a Video Library, Implementation and Leader’s Guide, and Participant Workbooks.

Order Form

Complete and mail with check to:

Hart Publications
2223 E. Alvarado St.,
Fallbrook, CA 92028
(619) 723-8082

Fulfilling the Gospel Commission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
<th>Ant.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Study Guides each
| 1-14 | $5.95 |
| 15   | 5.95  |
| 30   | 7.55  |
| 60+  | 5.95  |

Making Friends For God

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
<th>Ant.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Study Guides each
| 1    | 5.95 |
| 15   | 4.95 |
| 30   | 4.75 |
| 60+  | 4.50 |

Demo Tape

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
<th>Ant.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Shipping</th>
<th>Sales Tax (CA only 7.25%)</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>US/Can.:10% (Oversea:15%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtotal

Notes: Orders are shipped UPS. Please include street address.
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City, State, Zip

Note: Orders are shipped UPS. Please include street address.

TOTAL
Improving the image of your church

Chad McComas

Ours is an age of packaging. The medium is as significant as the message. The wrapper is as important as the gift.

What kind of image does your church portray? Positive, optimistic, visionary, alive, ongoing, caring, and inviting? Or pessimistic, dying, deserted, indifferent, sick? The image of your church may be as crucial to its success as the message you preach, and so here are some tips to ensure an image of health, life, and vitality in your church.

1. Begin with the sign. Within seconds of sighting a church, people form opinions of what they think its worship and fellowship must be like. Is your church sign indicative of an alive and orderly church, or an indifferent and worn-out one? The name of your church should stand out clearly in large, bold letters. A few words of welcome are always appropriate, such as “A place of worship for all people” or “Come and worship with us.” Time of worship and other church appointments may be listed too. Maintain the signboard in good repair at all times.

2. Keep the exterior of the church beautiful. “Beauty,” someone has said, “is in the eye of the beholder.” Visitors will see the exterior of your church first before they get to know the interior, so keep the grounds and the outside of your place of worship attractive and inviting. Paint the church before it becomes absolutely necessary. Care for the lawn regularly. Keep the weeds pulled and the hedges trimmed. Plant seasonal flowers, and let the beauty of nature’s colors attract members and visitors alike to come in and worship the God who created such beauty.

3. Make that first greeting the warmest possible. The difference between a warm and a cold church, a friendly and an indifferent one, is often that first human contact—a smile, a handshake, an inquiry. It is important that this contact make the most positive impression possible. A happy, radiant, and friendly greeter transmits an important message: a message of love and care. If the greeter looks unhappy, spends time gossiping with friends while visitors go unnoticed, or just conveys a formal welcome, the church is not going to be exactly overflowing with worshipers. The best way to see visitors return to your church is to make them feel at home and part of the family when they visit you the first time.

4. Transmit a positive image in and through your printed media. Is your church bulletin attractive in looks and content? I have often walked into a nice church and been handed a bulletin that was duplicated on a piece of plain white paper. My first reaction? “This church isn’t making it financially.” I am not advocating the use of generic bulletins, the ones that have nice four-color pictures on them, but we need to make sure that what we do is attractive, legible, and imaginative. A customized bulletin for the church, with contemporary design and type style, sets a good image, and its cost need not be any more than generic stock, especially if you plan for a whole year.

The content of the bulletin is an excellent tool in image-building for your church. Make the bulletin creative, avoiding repetitive phrases, ideas, and remarks. Vary your welcoming note. Include warm and caring messages. Use quotes from the Spirit of Prophecy. Try a poem. A scriptural promise can convey just the needed message.

Check out your stationery. Is it contemporary? Or are you using the same style used years ago?

Another communication medium I find helpful in image-building for the local church is the newsletter. Is your newsletter well produced? Does it have a distinctive masthead? Is it printed, duplicated, or photocopied? Is there plenty of white space in the newsletter to make it easy to read? Do you use graphics to make it attractive? Since you probably mail your newsletter to nonmembers, make sure you project your church as alive, active, and caring.

Many churches are now developing brochures that outline the various activities and ministries they offer to the community. If prepared and produced well, these brochures can carry a message of a living, loving, and serving church, not just in a formal way, but in its serious involvement with the spiritual and personal struggles that mark life all around us.

These are just a few of the externals that can help or hinder in building a good image for your church. Involve the entire church and give yourself a good image. You will be surprised how much it helps in the worship, fellowship, and outreach activities of the church.
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TO SERVE YOU BETTER

The Ministerial Supply Center
12501 Old Columbia Pike
Silver Spring, MD 20904
(301) 680-6508

VISA and MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Resources for Pastors and Elders
Pastors are general practitioners in a specialized world. They are expected to minister in a variety of situations in an increasingly complex world. Seldom do they have the luxury of time to prepare to meet the challenges. Under the professional guidance of experienced pastors the Ministerial Association has responded to the need for up-to-date, at-your-fingertips information with practical, understandable, biblically sound approaches to contemporary pastoral challenges. These self-study courses will enhance your competence in ministry.

**COUNSELING**

**Coping With Grief**
by Larry Yeagley
Intervention methods for counseling, ways of preventing unresolved grief in the parish, and a strategy for developing congregational support groups. Includes texts: Grief Recovery and The Many Faces of Grief and a study guide.

HCM 7014  
Cost: $23.95

**Problem Solving & Conflict Management**
by Don Reynolds
An outline of concepts, processes, and tools for handling conflict constructively. Includes three audio cassettes, syllabus, and texts: Conflict Ministry in the Church and Caring Enough to Confront.

HTH 7135  
Cost: $24.95

**Reclaiming Missing Members**
by Ben Maxson
Understand the biblical principles for ministering to backsliders. Learn the normal patterns of the "drop-out" track. Improve your visitation skills. Includes study guide, texts: The Apathetic and Bored Church Member and Seeking His Lost Sheep, and two audio cassettes.

HCM 7264  
Cost: $27.95

**Problem Solving & Conflict Management**
by Don Reynolds
An outline of concepts, processes, and tools for handling conflict constructively. Includes three audio cassettes, syllabus, and texts: Conflict Ministry in the Church and Caring Enough to Confront.

HTH 7135  
Cost: $24.95

**Personal Growth**

**Pastoral Spirituality**
by Ben Maxson
Christian formation techniques that will help to take you beyond where you are and lead your congregations into spiritual maturity. A walk-thru syllabus, two texts: The Table of Inwardness and Celebration of Discipline, and three audio cassettes.

GCM 7404  
Cost: $27.95

**Stewardship**

**Keeping Church Finance Christian**
by Mel Rees
Practical answers to the pastor’s questions about financing the church program. Includes articles from a 12-part Ministry series and the Mel Rees classic Money and the Christian.

HCM 7029  
Cost: $10.95

**Problem Solving & Conflict Management**
by Don Reynolds
An outline of concepts, processes, and tools for handling conflict constructively. Includes three audio cassettes, syllabus, and texts: Conflict Ministry in the Church and Caring Enough to Confront.

HTH 7135  
Cost: $24.95

**Problem Solving & Conflict Management**
by Don Reynolds
An outline of concepts, processes, and tools for handling conflict constructively. Includes three audio cassettes, syllabus, and texts: Conflict Ministry in the Church and Caring Enough to Confront.

HTH 7135  
Cost: $24.95
PREACHING & WORSHIP

PREACHING YOUR WAY TO BETTER PREACHING
Edited by Floyd Bresee
New strategies to enrich and diversify your preaching from articles in a 12-part Ministry series. Includes study guide and textbook: Primer for Preachers.
HCM 7012 Cost: $10.50

PREACHING FROM HEBREWS
by William G. Johnson
How to make the message from Hebrews speak to contemporary Christian issues. Your sermons will come alive with surprising force. Includes study guide and textbook: Hebrews.
HCM 7203 Cost: $13.50

MAKING WORSHIP MEANINGFUL
by C. Raymond Holmes
A renaissance in worship. Practical suggestions on how to plan a worship service, weddings, baptisms, child dedications, and more. Study guide and textbook: Sing a New Song.
HCM 7158 Cost: $14.95

STUDIES ON THE BOOK OF DANIEL
by Frank Holbrook
Addresses the year-day principle, conditionality, multiple fulfillments, and other issues related to prophecy. Provides concrete answers to preterist interpretations and futurist speculations. Includes study guide and three textbooks.
HTH 7145 Cost: $19.95

THE BIBLICAL MESSAGE OF SALVATION
by Hans LaRondelle
Answers basic questions about salvation. Includes study guide, text: Perfection and Perfectionism, and eight audio cassettes of actual lectures.
HTH 7134 Cost: $20.95

PRINCIPLES OF PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION
by Hans LaRondelle
Explains seven principles for interpreting Bible prophecy and addresses the question, "Is modern Israel a fulfillment of Bible prophecy?" Includes study guide and text: The Israel of God in Prophecy.
HTH 7015 Cost: $20.95

THE SANCTUARY, 1844 & THE PIONEERS
by Paul A. Gordon
Explores the relationship of the sanctuary to the pre-advent judgment, and provides answers to predestination, universalism, and other issues. Includes text and study guide.
HTH 7106 Cost: $15.95

THEOLOGY

COUNSELING TEENAGERS
by V. Bailey Gillespie
Colorfully illustrated confrontation techniques and methods of communicating with teens. (45 min.) Text: How to Talk so Your Teenager Will Listen.
VCM 7218 Cost: $34.95

SUICIDE
by Dan G. Stauffacher
Why people commit suicide. The pastor's role in prevention, intervention, and postvention. (60 min.) Text: Suicide: The Forever Decision.
VCM 7243 Cost: $34.95

GRIEF COUNSELING
by Larry Yeagley
Principles and practice of grief counseling, and how to develop a "pain bank." (90 min.) Text: Life After Loss.
VCM 7192 Cost: $34.95

HOW TO PREACH WEEK AFTER WEEK
by Floyd Bresee
How to plan a year of preaching, read homiletically, and have an inexhaustible supply of sermon material. (60 min.) Text: Planning Your Preaching.
VCM 7259 Cost: $34.95

HOM TO MINISTER & STAY SPIRITUAL
by Dwight Nelson
Make your Bible study a full sensory experience and engage in meditative journaling. (50 min.) Text: Power Through Prayer & The Kneeling Christian.
VCM 7246 Cost: $34.95

HOM TO MINISTER & STAY HEALTHY
by Richard Neil
Practical remedies to help you cope with stress and improve your health and performance. (54 min.) Text: Better Living
VCM 7268 Cost: $34.95

Every self-study course earns 2 CEU (20 credit hours).

Video Programs [NTSC]
An integrated training technique utilizing three components—video cassette, textbook, and facilitator's guide.

Not the Easy Issues. Just the Important Ones.
Especially for Ministers’ Wives

RESOURCE MATERIAL

SHEPHERDESS INTERNATIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS BULLETIN

A quarterly bulletin geared to the needs of ministers’ spouses. Articles on the issues ministers’ wives face. Resources for those leading out in Shepherdess chapters. Send order to Shepherdess International, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904. Price includes postage.

Cost: $8 per year
Back copies if available—$1.75 each

CONTINUING EDUCATION

TRANSITIONS
by Donna Webb
Designed to help you understand the changes that occur during a woman’s life. Includes study guide and textbook: Changepoints.
HGS 7028 Cost: $5.00

CHRISTIAN HOSPITALITY
MADE EASY
by Pat Mutch
Shows how through social interaction the love of Christ can be demonstrated and how we witness through sharing. Includes study guide, three audio cassettes, and textbook: Open Heart, Open Home.
HCM 7177 Cost: $16.95

New February, 1991
CLERGY TEAM—THE TOUGHEST
TASK: YOU WILL EVER LOVE
Hosted by Floyd & Ellen Bressee
View and discuss issues on team ministry, the role of the minister’s wife, and the pastoral family. Sixty-minute video cassette, facilitator’s guide, and textbook: Counsel for Pastor’s Wives.
VCM 7401 Cost: $34.95 NTSC $39.95 PAL

GUIDELINES

ORGANIZATIONAL GUIDELINES
FOR SHEPHERDESS CHAPTERS

Learn how to start a Shepherdess chapter. Includes directions and suggested constitution.
Send order to Shepherdess International, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904. Price includes postage.
Cost: $1.50 each

SHEPHERDESS INTERNATIONAL

Ministry addresses the issues concerned Adventists are thinking about.

Now first time subscribers can receive Ministry for half price!

Hundreds of lay people who are interested in church issues read Ministry every month. Recent issues have discussed the Veltman report on The Desire of Ages, how to help those who are mourning, the wrath of God, Creation as a doctrine of the church, the church’s response to AIDS, and Ellen White’s honesty about her copying.

The June issue will feature articles on worship and the Seventh-day Adventist church. We will deal with music in worship, the theology of worship, and the latest on the Celebration churches. We are also adding a new section just for local church elders.

Regular price is $22.00 for 12 issues but first time subscribers can receive their first year at half price: $11.00. (Not applicable to conference-sponsored subscriptions.) Mail your check or VISA or MASTERCARD number and expiration date to:
Special Offer, Ministry, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904.

Think about it!
Do it!
### SLIDES

**Slides—Good News**  
One-projector program, 29 topics, and scripts only in English.  
MSC 4025 Cost: $558.00  
Audio cassettes (50 Hz) for 29 topics for use on any tape player.  
MSC 4026 Cost: $37.00  
**Good News Spirit of Prophecy Program**  
This is Program No. 28 from the 29-topic series. Slides and script for one projector.  
MSC 4130 Cost: $30.00  
Audio cassette only (50 Hz) to use on any tape player.  
MSC 4131 Cost: $1.40  
**Good News Prophetic Set**  
Eleven Good News topics, from the 29-topic set. Slides for two projectors with audio cassettes.  
MSC 4180 Cost: $230.00  

### FILMSTRIPS

**Filmstrips—Good News**  
Single-frame, 29 topics, with audio cassettes and scripts in English  
MSC 4035 Cost: $165.00  
**Filmstrips—Good News**  
No texts, quotes, or audio cassettes. 24 topics with scripts. Approx. 4,000 frames that can be made into 35mm slides.  
MSC 4040 Cost: $250.00  
**Good News Prophetic Set**  
Eleven Good News topics, from the 29-topic set. Filmstrips (single-frame) with audio cassettes.  
MSC 4185 Cost: $85.00  
**Good News in French**  
(Certitudes) 24 topics. Single-frame filmstrips with audio cassettes. Scripts included.  
MSC 3820 Cost: $125.00  
Double-frame filmstrips with audio cassettes. Scripts included.  
MSC 3830 Cost: $160.00

### VIDEOS

**Video—Good News**  
29 topics placed on 10 video cassette tapes.  
MSC 4250 Cost: $99.00  
29 topics placed on 29 video cassette tapes.  
MSC 4255 Cost: $199.00  
**Good News Spirit of Prophecy Program**  
Program #28 from the 29-topic series on one video cassette tape.  
MSC 4200 Cost: $25.00  
**Good News Prophetic Set**  
Eleven Good News topics, from the 29-topic set. Videos (4 tapes).  
MSC 4240 Cost: $40.00  
**Geoscience Slides**  
Slides/script of the eruption of Mt. St. Helens. A good solution to doubts about the biblical narrative of a worldwide flood. Specify English or German script.  
MSC 4300 Cost: $14.50  
**Principles of Christian Growth Videos**  
Stewardship at its best, featuring Mel Rees. Six VHS 30-min. programs on two video cassettes.  
MSC 4230 Cost: $31.95
CERTIFICATES

Baptismal Certificate
Eight-page certificate includes 27 fundamental beliefs. Packaged with an attractive gold cord (Spanish—red cord).
English—in packages of 25
MSC 1010 Cost: $8.95
Spanish—in packages of 25
MSC 1030 Cost: $8.95

Profession of Faith Certificate
Eight-page certificate includes 27 fundamental beliefs. Packaged with an attractive gold cord (Spanish—red cord).
English—in packages of 10
MSC 1020 Cost: $5.30
Spanish—in packages of 10
MSC 1040 Cost: $5.30

Certificate of Ordination
Quality certificate, tastefully designed for the most important moment in a minister's life. Comes with gold-embossed leatherette cover and golden cord.
MSC 1050 Cost: $4.00
MSC 1065 Replacement white certificates
MSC 1055 Cost: $.20

MANUALS

In His Steps
This newly-edited baptismal manual will be treasured by candidates for baptism.
Package of 10
MSC 1060 Cost: $7.50

Ministerial Interns/Supervisors Manual
Both ministerial interns and their supervisors will benefit from this manual, which offers help in the training of interns in the 50 skills the minister needs to develop.
Manual and binder
MSC 1100 Cost: $11.00
Manual only
MSC 1105 Cost: $7.50

Evaluation Instruments
Instruments ministers can use in their own evaluation and for evaluating their churches, and instruments for the evaluation of church administrators by pastors, self, or others.
Manual, index, and binder
MSC 1100 Cost: $11.00
MSC 1105 Cost: $7.50

Ministerial Secretaries Manual
Newly edited for the new quinquennium, this guide for ministerial secretaries is ready for use.
Manual, index, and binder
MSC 1070 Cost: $12.00
Manual and index only
MSC 1080 Cost: $8.00

New Design Guest Book for Your Church
A helpful aid for your followup contacts. Tear-out sheets for use in visitation.
MSC 301 Cost: $13.95
MSC 1302 Guest book refill insert only
MSC 1302 Cost: $3.95
MSC 1302 Plus $3.00 shipping in USA/Canada; add $10.00 for surface mail overseas.

MISCELLANEOUS

Thompson Chain-Reference Bible
This highly valued tool for Bible study includes 57 helps, 7,000 topics, and 100,000 references. Send for brochure giving complete selection.
MSC 300 Cost: $35.00
MSC 300 Plus $3.00 shipping USA/Canada; add $5.00 for overseas shipping.

Genesis Project Videos
Because of volume purchasing we are able to give a special price on these fine evangelism/education tools. The Book of Genesis—9 parts on four tapes, 318 minutes.
MSC 200 Cost: $95.00
MSC 200 Plus $6.00 shipping USA/Canada; add $30.00 for surface mail overseas.

Family Life Evangelism—How to Do It
A new tool for evangelism—sermons, Bible studies, and instruction guide developed and tested by Pastor G. O. Martinborough/Inter-American Division.
MSC 303 Cost: $14.95
MSC 303 Plus $3.00 shipping in USA/Canada; add $10.00 for surface mail overseas.

The Book of Luke (Life of Christ)—9 parts on four tapes, 268 minutes long.
MSC 201 Cost: $95.00
MSC 201 Plus $6.00 shipping USA/Canada; add $30.00 for surface mail overseas.
PROJECTORS

RADMAR PROJECTORS

Designed for use on 12-volt battery. 2,000 hour halogen lamp included. In a darkened room can be used with a four-foot screen. Comes with adapters for double and single-frame filmstrips and 2 x 2 slides. Ideal for developing countries. Must purchase power module to use on 110v/220v power.

Radmar Crusader Projector
MSC 3150 Cost: $41.00

Crusader Accessories:

Power Cord MSC 3155 Cost: $13.00
AC Power Module-110v MSC 3160 Cost: $23.50
AC Power Module-220v MSC 3165 Cost: $23.50
Battery Charger 110v/12w MSC 3170 Cost: $30.00
Battery Charger 220v/12w MSC 3175 Cost: $30.00
Replacement Lamps MSC 3180 Cost: 14.50

Radmar Illustrator Projector 2205-A
MSI 100 Cost: $70.00
($55.00 in quantities of 50 or more.)

Illustrator Accessories:

AC adapter (110/220v). MSI 101 Cost: $30.00
Replacement Lamps, 12 v. MSI 102 Cost: $12.00

Carrying Case
For either Radmar projector. MSC 3190 Cost: $24.00
Shipping same as MSC items (see order blank).

Opix Projector Bulb 6v MSC 3070 Cost: $5.00
Opix Projector Bulb 12v MSC 3075 Cost: $7.00

Sharp VCR
(H870XV) Four-Head, Hi-Fi, VHS
MSI 105 Cost: $360.50
Plus $17.00 shipping USA; add $40.00 for overseas surface mail.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Church Membership Directory
Orders must be on Seventh-day Adventist Church stationery. For IBM compatible computers. A fast, easy operation with 16 different fields that builds church directory automatically. Among other features it tracks attendance, and prints labels, postcards, and rolodex cards. Specify 3-1/2" or 5-1/4" disk.

MSI 400 Cost: $35.00
Including printed manual: $45.00
Prices include shipping USA/Canada (additional for overseas).

REAP—Interest List Tracker
For IBM compatible computers. Keep track of each visit made to interests. Keeps track of interests by zip code, level of activity, and source (seminar attendee, TV/radio program referral, etc.). Many other features.

MSI 401 Cost: $69.00
Plus $6.00 shipping USA/Canada; add $10.00 for overseas.

Preach It!
This valuable source of sermon material comes on four diskettes, one mailed each quarter. For use with Apple and IBM compatible computers. One year's subscription.

MSI 402 Cost: $19.95
Includes shipping in USA/Canada; add $10.00 for overseas.

SharpVision Video Projector
Model XVI00—Projects a picture 20" to 100" wide with built-in zoom lens. Lightweight/portable. Use indoors and outdoors. Easy "hook-up" and operation. AC 120v, 60 HS power source. NTSC.

MSI 103 Cost: $2,795.00
$40.00 shipping USA/Canada; overseas $60.00. Write for PAL and SEC AM format prices.

Video Projector Carrying Case (VR100H)
MSI 104 Cost: $175.00
Plus $15.00 shipping USA/Canada; add $40.00 for overseas surface mail.

SPECIAL OFFER
We will include FREE either the four video tapes of the Genesis Project or the four tapes of the book of Luke with the purchase of a SharpVision Projector.

Offer ends
May 30, 1991 for North American orders,
July 30, 1991 for overseas orders.
CLOSE OUTS
(Only while supplies last)

Filmstrip Adapter, Single-Frame for Opix (vertical).
MSC 3040 Cost: $6.00

Filmstrip Adapter, Double-Frame for Opix (horizontal).
MSC 3045 Cost: $9.00

Powersonic Battery 12v.
MSC 3080 Cost: $18.00

Good News for Today three-projector programs, topics #27, 28, 29.
MSC 4155 Cost: $70.00

Good News for Today three-projector slide programs—topics #27-28 with audio cassettes.
MSC 4160 Cost: $40.00

HOW TO ORDER

1. Mail order to Ministerial Supply Center. Include conference/division purchase order number, check/money order in US dollars, or Visa or MasterCard number with expiration date. OR

2. FAX order to Ministerial Supply Center—FAX (301) 680-6090. Include purchase order number or Visa/Master Card number and expiration date. OR

3. Place order by telephone—(301) 680-6508.

Shipping, Handling, and Insurance Charges

On Continuing Education items add 15% of total.

MSI shipping costs are listed with item descriptions.

MSC prices (below) are for UPS in North America and surface mail overseas. For airmail overseas you must obtain a quote from us first!

MSC Shipping Charges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Amount</th>
<th>North America</th>
<th>Overseas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface Rates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.00 - 35.00</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.00 - 75.00</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.00 - 100.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101.00 - 375.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>376.00 - 600.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1991 ORDER BLANK — MINISTERIAL SUPPLY CENTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Office Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send order to:
Ministerial Supply Center
12501 Old Columbia Pike
Silver Spring, MD 20904

Total Sales Amount
Handling and Shipping Charge
Additional for Overseas
Total of this Order

NOTICE: Prices in this catalog are in US dollars only and are subject to change without notice. An additional charge is made for shipping.

Write for information about savings on larger orders.

Supporting the Pastor/Elder Team
Polygamy: an enduring problem

Josephat R. Siron

Church leaders have taken two basic approaches to dealing with polygamy.

So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and female he created them" (Gen. 1:27). The Scriptures state that God created a couple, male and female; and that these two, not three or four, became the parents of the human race. It was a monogamous family that was first settled on this planet. There is every reason to believe that this was the ideal arrangement, because "God saw all that he had made, and it was very good" (verse 31).

The New Testament confirms this ideal. Jesus asked, "Haven't you read, ... 'For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and the two will become one flesh'? So they are no longer two, but one" (Matt. 19:4-6). Undoubtedly God intended that the first marriage serve as a model for every succeeding family in every generation. The original form of marriage is integral to society; it is, in fact, the basis on which society exists.

That in marriage a man and woman become one flesh also makes it evident that marriage is a lifelong union between those who covenant together in this way. The solemnity of marriage does not lie in the signing of a marriage certificate, but in the agreement, with God's approval, between those who make up the marriage and who yield one to the other physically, mentally, and spiritually.

With the entrance of sin on this planet and after some few generations people began to practice polygamy. "The sons of God saw that the daughters of men were beautiful, and they married any of them they chose" (Gen. 6:2).

It must be noted that in societies where polygamy is legal, it is regarded as acceptable and even desirable. In many communities of East and West Africa, it is the first wife who looks for a cowife for her husband. I met a man whose wife had persuaded him to take on a second wife. Later the family members were converted and wanted to be baptized and to be admitted as church members while still in their polygamous state. The husband argued that he considered both women his legal wives and that the women also recognized each other as cowife.

Problems having to do with marriage are among the most complex and taxing of any of the problems pastors must deal with. Marriage problems are complex because they affect the most basic of human institutions, and they tax pastors because regarding many of them the Bible gives no clear-cut statements of aye or nay. So pastors must employ exegetical approaches and must place themselves in the right positions and look at the problems from God's perspective. If Jesus were walking the streets of our cities or villages and He met and converted a polygamous family—what would He do with that family?

Stance N

Today's theologians have reached varied stances of nays and ayes regarding polygamy. I see two basic positions. One I call stance N, and the other, stance A.

Stance N requires polygamists to make a complete change before baptism and admission into the church as members.
Proponents of this stance appeal to Genesis 1:27; 2:22, 24; and Mark 10:7. They also apply the symbol of one church as the bride and Christ as the bridegroom (see Hosea 2:19).

Those who hold this position are divided into two camps: N₁ and N₂. The members of stance N₁ say that when a polygamist is converted he has to choose only one wife among those he has. He must put the rest aside and maintain a marital relationship only with the one he has chosen. This stance says that the man continues to have the responsibility of supplying the material needs of his former wives. In other words, all the wives have an equal claim to the man’s property.

The difficulty with this approach is that, human nature being what it is, the man tends to choose to keep the youngest or the prettiest wife and separate from the older ones, while biblically, the one the man married first may have more right in the family.¹ The cases in which some of the wives are not persuaded to the faith of the husband (or vice versa) and may not see the reason for separation also pose problems.

Those who favor stance N₂ recognize only the first marriage—whether solemnized in a law court or in a commissioner’s office or according to a traditional customary wedding. They do not recognize any of the rest regardless of where solemnized. They find support for their position in Proverbs 5:18. In their view, when a man in a polygamous marriage is converted, he has to separate from all his wives other than the one with whom he first entered into a marriage relationship. Those who favor this stance agree with the proponents of stance N₁ that the man should supply the material needs of the separated wives.

The proponents of both N₁ and N₂ suggest that since, in their view, there was no valid marriage in the case of the wives from whom the husband separated, these wives are free to marry other men. But this is unpracticable in many societies because the social environment holds marriage in high esteem, even to the point of regarding a wife as still married to someone who has died.² When the church suggests that these wives may marry others, while the community regards them as still married to the first man, the church’s image can be greatly marred—as a promoter of immorality and a destroyer of home and family.

Both sections of stance N may encourage a very serious problem to arise, a problem that may be perpetuated to the following generations. Many of the separated wives may not be able to remarry, yet they still desire the love of a man. Often they end up in immoral relationships and bear illegitimate children.

**Stance A**

Stance A is more liberal. Those who hold this stance believe that what affects people socially will also affect them spiritually, so they seek a solution that deals with both the sociological and spiritual aspects of the problem of polygamy. They carry the spade in one hand and the hoe in the other. Pull the weeds and cultivate the seedling is their unwritten motto.

They see two categories of cases: those who were already in polygamous marriages when reached by the gospel and those who had professed Christianity and then backslidden into polygamous practice. Stance A proponents argue that those whose present conversion to Christianity is their first experience, who had not confessed Christian faith before and then lapsed from it, should be fully accepted into church membership through baptism without necessarily separating from any of the wives. In this group’s view, separation is not a prerequisite for baptism and acceptance into the church.

Those who hold this view believe that those welcomed into the church in a polygamous state should not be elected to any leadership office in the church (see 1 Tim. 3:2). Like those in Stance N, they also hold that in those cases where there is separation, the welfare of the children must be looked into.

The main problem that this stance poses is that it is sometimes difficult to determine whether those desiring baptism are really experiencing their first conversion to Christian faith. This is particularly true in the case of mass responses during crusades. The desire to be baptized may so move some of the converts that the testimony they give of their life history may not be very reliable. Opponents of this view argue that it is not backed by Scripture, and that since the Bible makes no clear-cut statement allowing the baptizing of those in polygamous situations, we must not accept this practice.

Polygamy is a real issue, especially in Africa, so we must deal with the problem. But how do we answer questions the Bible does not directly deal with?

First, we must realize that our primary objective here on earth is to preach the gospel of salvation, and not to settle social issues.

Second, we must study how God dealt with similar situations, searching for the guiding principle that will enable us to deal with the issue we face. Here we must be wary of appealing to man’s example, even as recorded in Scripture, unless the behavior received God’s commendation. We know that not every action or practice in the Bible received God’s stamp of approval.

Third, when an issue is not directly addressed in the Bible, we must apply reason, making sure that our conclusions harmonize with general biblical practice and with doctrinal orthodoxy.

In certain environments and in our dealing with some social issues, our solutions may suggest that we are endorsing unorthodox practices when we actually are not. We as a church must be willing to allow the gospel we preach to fulfill its function of transforming human beings and their society without the aid of human hands. When the gospel is presented in its purity, we shall see society itself rising against the evils within it. When, on the other hand, some evil is perpetuated in society, it may be because we have failed in our responsibility to take the true message to the people. In the case of polygamy, we have the opportunity to do this; the church must show the lapsed members that this gospel transforms sinners and that if they go back to sin, their situation is worse than before they received knowledge of the truth.

There can be no genuine reason that we should deny people the privilege of salvation simply because they were polygamists when they heard the gospel. If we do this, we become mere methodologists who formulate many rules and regulations without biblical principle; we become no less than judges in the church. The major concern of the minister is not to devise ways and means of admitting and/or screening out polygamists, but to save by preaching the gospel of salvation as it relates to the marriage institution.

¹ All Bible quotations in this article are from the New International Version.

² Further complicating the situation, many of those who hold stance N₁ consider all marriages outside the Christian church as invalid and the traditional customary marriage as evil and barbaric. They consider those who have been joined by the latter as not truly married but rather as concubines with the man. This group is still perplexed as to how to answer the question of a polygamous family in which each of the marriages took place in a law court or in a commissioner’s office.

Victor over the demons

Moses Oladele Taiwo

In our preaching we must show not only the gospel’s implications for the hereafter, but also its meaning for the world in which our hearers live now.

Christianity seems to be gaining more ground than any of the other religions on the African continent. Nevertheless, as in the time of the Colossian heresy (see Col. 1:13-23; 2:8-3:5), many have not seen the sufficiency of Christ. Many converts see no conflict in going to church, listening to sermons, praying, singing, and giving tithe and offerings while at the same time, especially in trying and difficult situations, visiting an oracle diviner (babalawo) or a traditional practitioner (onisegun) to find what the future holds.

I strongly believe that our missionaries, pastors, evangelists, and local preachers need to address their gospel messages to this situation. I am not saying that we should change the gospel as presented in the Scriptures, but I am quite sure that in New Testament times the gospel was never preached in a vacuum that distanced it from the environment. We must relate our preaching of Christ to our diverse cultural milieus.

The Colossian and the African worlds

The world the church faces in Africa today closely resembles that of Colossae in Paul’s day. That was a world filled with spirits and all forms of cosmic powers that had to be placated constantly for one to sense the Divine Presence. The inhabitants of that world faced a hostile universe with its numberless archai (principalities) and exousiai (powers). Their observance of the orderly movements of the stars had led many to conclude that the stars possessed power over human affairs and that the particular configurations of the heavenly bodies at the time of birth shaped one’s destiny. They believed that to gain happiness in life, people must try to understand and if necessary to placate the astral spirits.

Similar beliefs exist today in many parts of the world—as they do in Nigeria, particularly among the Yoruba-speaking people. Africans live in constant fear in a world infested by spirits and demons, which they believe abide in stars and in natural forces like wind, thunder, lightning, and rain. They fear also those who they believe can use these spiritual forces for good or evil ends.

The Yoruba believe there are hundreds of spirits and divinities not only to be revered but also to be worshiped. Traditionally, nobody would act without consulting one of the divinities because it was believed that these gods and spirits control access to the Divine Presence. For this reason Africans look to religion to provide not only salvation for the soul and direction in the moral life but also protection against these empirical cosmic powers.

Only as it addresses the above problems is the preaching of Christ fully meaningful to an African. To African Christians, “salvation in Christ alone” must cover the whole sphere of life. It must offer victory over demonic powers, continued protection from these powers, the provision of daily needs, and security for the society in which Africans find themselves—in other words, it must provide for the person’s total well-being.

But I am sorry to say that our evangelists and local preachers and pastors have

Moses Oladele Taiwo serves concurrently as a pastor and as a theology teacher at the Adventist Seminary of West Africa, Ikeja, Lagos State, Nigeria.
woefully failed in addressing these needs. Some have totally denied the reality of demonic powers, characterizing belief in them as superstitious. Others have half-heartedly accepted their reality, but have made little effort to relate the gospel message to these problems. Instead, they have emphasized the salvation of the soul and the moral life.

This failure to relate Christianity to the world in which Africans live has led to the idea that Christian salvation is primarily concerned with the life to come. Because of this approach many Africans believe either that Christ is not concerned with the cosmic beings that they must fight daily or that He has no power over them. A song popular at festivals among the Yoruba tribe to which I belong says:

Awa O s’oro ile wa 0.
Awa O s’oro ile wa 0.
Igbagbo o pe ka’wa ma s’oro.
Awa os’oro ile wa 0.

"We shall celebrate the cultic festival of our homeland.

"We shall celebrate the cultic festival of our home.

Christianity never forbids, no, Christianity never forbids participation in cultic festivals.

"We shall celebrate the cultic festivals of our homeland."

It is because Christian churches have seldom dealt adequately with this situation that many African independent churches are emerging today and the African Mission churches increasing. This approach has also influenced the trend of Christian theology on the African continent.

What must we do?

Our preachers must contextualize their evangelistic inreach and outreach. They must show how the gospel of Christ meets people's diverse needs. While in our evangelism we must preach the forgiveness of sin through Christ, we must also show people the total adequacy of Christ for all their needs now and in the hereafter. They must see this in their day-to-day experience.

The proclamation of the gospel must not only present the reality of demonic enslavement, but also proclaim the emancipation Christ provides. As K. Koch wrote: "Where the unusual phenomenon of possession, as the extreme manifestation of the evil dominion of the wicked one, actually appears, we must confront it with the glad tidings of the message of deliverance." 3

We must make people aware of the constant presence of Jesus and the victory His death and resurrection achieved on behalf of believers. Our people need to know about the power of prayer.

We must preach Christ in the light of the cultural understanding of our audience, with a view to eliminating the problems of the double life with which many of them still wrestle daily. Only as we relate Jesus to their everyday world can they see Him not only as the Saviour from sin but as the Victor, to whom all power both in heaven and on earth has been delivered; the One who is sufficient for all their needs. Here Paul is our greatest example.

How to keep what you reap—2

Floyd Bresee

Newly transplanted trees need lots of attention. Established ones need only a little pruning now and then. Previously I mentioned two ways we can help newly planted Christians survive: prepare them carefully before baptism and make their baptism a big church event. Here are three more suggestions:

1. Get them close to someone they respect who cares about them. Note the three qualifiers. We need to get them close to someone. Romans 15:1 counsels, "We then that are strong ought to bear the infirmities of the weak." To "bear" a weak friend, you put his arm around your neck, your arm around his waist, and invite him to lean on you. You must get very close before your strength can make up for his weakness. By nature we tend to deal with new members' weaknesses by correcting or rejecting, by distancing ourselves. The Christian way is to get close enough to help bear them.

We get new Christians close to Adventist members by making sure that they have invitations to their homes, especially on Sabbath. There's no better way to teach them Sabbathkeeping, vegetarianism, and other details of the Adventist lifestyle.

Research indicates that new members who make six to eight Adventist friends in the first six months almost always remain in the church.

Get them close to someone they respect. Spiritual guardianship works well if the guardian is someone respected by, matched with, and attractive to the new member. But if the more successful, better-educated members, longer in the church, refuse to give time to the rough-hewn new members, the new members won't prosper.

Get new members close to someone who cares about them. People seldom choose to leave an environment where they feel wanted, important, needed, loved. If the new members had felt loved elsewhere, chances are they wouldn't have come. If they don't feel loved here, chances are they won't stay. When members are absent from church activities without being missed, it proves they aren't being actively loved—whether we admit it or not.

2. Continue their instruction. Nobody ever ate enough at one banquet to last a lifetime. No evangelistic series or Bible study series provides enough spiritual food to last the rest of one's life. Instruction must be continued after baptism. Jesus pointed out that spiritual birth resembles physical birth (John 3). Extending that metaphor, we can say that new babies don't know how to feed themselves. Parents can't tell them "The food's in the cupboard. Just help yourself." On the contrary, when a baby is born, the work of the father and mother is just begun. Providing food for and feeding a baby take enormous amounts of time and energy. Helping "baby" Christians who haven't yet learned to "feed" themselves develop a meaningful devotional life and getting Christian literature into their homes is part of the process of nourishing their growth.

New babies don't eat adult food. You can't expect them to thrive on the same beans and rice older family members eat. A pastor's class or a new-member class ought to be part of every church program. If taught at Sabbath school lesson study time, it encourages the habit of attending Sabbath school and church. And such a class offers food that fits the new member's appetite and digestion.

Family members usually don't eat right if they don't come to the table. At the very least, we must include Sabbath school and church attendance in our discipling formula. Attendance as a percentage of membership is a better indicator of the quality of life in a church family than is either membership or the number of baptisms.

Some divisions of the church are already experimenting with such an approach. The North American Division is counting those in attendance at the worship service on certain Sabbaths. The Far Eastern Division is experimenting with a formula: Membership plus Sabbath school attendance plus worship service attendance divided by 3 equals composite membership.

3. Put them to work. One of the surest signs that new members have been discipled is when they start discipling others. People may be more successful at soulwinning when they are first converted than they will ever be again. While eventually friendships with those who are Adventists will predominate, at first their family and friends are the most part non-Adventists. The combined effect of the new member's influence on old friends and the attractive example of a changed life make powerful soul-winning tools.

Let's unite to fulfill Jesus' purpose: "I have chosen you, and ordained you, that ye should go and bring forth fruit, and that your fruit should remain" (John 15:16).

*See "How to Keep What You Reap—1," Ministry, June 1990, p. 25.
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only source of truth. Therefore, when doubt is cast on their beloved prophet they flounder and have no anchor to hold them steady.

My prayer is that our teachers and ministers will be properly informed so they do not create a paper pope and put our prophet on a pedestal that is neither correct nor in harmony with Ellen G. White’s wishes. Please continue to inform and inspire the ministry.—Harold K. West, pastor, Mount Dora, Florida.

Many years ago, after listening to leaders such as Harry Washburn, Guy Wolflkill, Percy Magan, W. A. Spicer, E. A. Sutherland, Ernest Lloyd, and others who knew this humble woman and experimented with her instructions, I decided to experiment too. Since much of her counsel is unconventional, I learned to expect challenges, even ridicule. Yet if learning by doing is ever valid, it is with her writings. They’re so true that leading educators, legislators, and even royalty have expressed astonishment over my “advanced concepts,” which I had to confess were hers. God gave her the why and how answers for us today.

What would happen if we ministers first read her carefully, then took our people with us in experimentation? Some years ago an Andrews Theological Seminary study found that few ministers study her beyond such books as The Desire of Ages, The Great Controversy, Education, and Steps to Christ. Inspiring as these books are, they are only a tithe of the total. What a pity we don’t read the rest and bring the wisdom of God into our committees and congregations when we treat matters of schools, health systems, sports, finance, and a thousand others.

Is it possible that we relax under a curse for ignoring divine instructions? (See Deuteronomy 28.) God, through Hosea, sent us the message “My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.” One day such experimentation will be understood.—Raymond S. Moore, Dayton, Ohio.

I hope that the publication of the study by Fred Veltman will kindle a renewed interest in The Desire of Ages. I believe we should pay as much attention to what she said as we do to how she wrote.

I think the late Elder Spicer came closer to telling us what the Spirit of Prophecy is all about than anyone else. He wrote: “Not a critic has been been who could produce anything like these writings that he criticizes. There is something here that baffles the critic and holds him smiting in vain against the monumental rock of truth” (as quoted in Godfrey J. Anderson, Spicer: Leader With the Common Touch, pp. 48, 49).—Clifford Laurell, Apple Valley, California.

Why has God kept this information from His people for so many years? Did you not find while making this study that somebody during these years stumbled onto this information and wanted to bring it out into the open but was “ordered” to keep his mouth shut?—H. D. Schmidt, Pleasant Hill, California.

In Bible conferences since the 1930s and in publications on the writings of Ellen White, the fact of her literary dependency has been admitted. Until the 1970s, when Walter Rea’s studies pushed the question to the forefront again and with greater urgency, the literary dependency was minimized and the question was usually quickly passed over. In the late 1970s and early 1980s there was enough interest and concern over the issue to lead Elder Neal Wilson and his advisors to pursue the answer.

The introduction of the major research report provides a brief history of previous publications on the question of Ellen White’s use of sources. I know of no official action ordering anyone to maintain silence.—Fred Veltman, Angwin, California.

Ten years down the track, in the light of supportive findings, what justification does the Seventh-day Adventist Church now have for penalizing Pastor Walter T. Rea? Dr. Veltman was asked, “Will you be able to report the results of your study without having your ministerial credentials revoked?” (Ministry, “The Desire of Ages Project: The Data,” October 1990, p. 5). It appears Pastor Rea was not.—E. John Rosenfeld, J.P. Dharruk, New South Wales, Australia.

Rea’s dismissal from the ministry was not simply because he reported the facts about Ellen White’s literary borrowing. Unlike Veltman, Rea interpreted those facts as calling into question her inspiration.—Editors.

That naughty word again

Regarding your editorial “Celebration Is a Naughty Word” (December 1990): There is much arguing about what is or is not “celebration.” It seems to be an issue of similar proportions to one that stirred the 1888 General Conference session: whether it was the Alamaneri or the Huns who were among the 10 kingdoms of Daniel 7. Could we again be in danger of missing the great blessing the Lord has in store for us because we are so caught up in tearing one another apart over a word?

Having said all that, however, I do have a few concerns. I am not against musical instruments in church. I have played the trombone, guitar, piano, and organ many times for special music or as part of the church service. Sad to say, I have at times played in ways I now feel were inappropriate. But the problems were not the instruments. The problems were the style of music and the reason for playing—to show off my talent. I am afraid that some types of amplification systems, sound tracks, and lighting arrangements could be spotlighting the performers more than is healthy for them or the congregation. If that is being incorporated into a church—whether “celebration” or not—I am opposed to it.

We need to be very careful not only of our own motives (“The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it?” Jer. 17:9), but of what response will be evoked in the beholders. Could certain styles of worship and the use of certain types of instruments, although used sincerely, be successful in terms of numbers because they give the impression that “finally the church is loosening up a bit”? Are some, perhaps, trying to make the statement that we are a more easygoing, entertainment-oriented social club than we used to be?

Whatever our church services are called, let’s make sure that they keep our eyes focused on Jesus—His work, the holiness of His character, and the victory over sin that He holds out to each one of us. May God help us not to become embroiled in an issue that can only sidetrack us from doing the work that the world desperately needs us to do in these last days—afflicting our souls and carrying the gospel to every man, woman, and child.—Homer Trecartin, pastor, Gaylord Seventh-day Adventist Church, Gaylord, Michigan.
It is true that neither the Bible nor Ellen White opposes the use of instruments in the worship service. However, it is important to consider the problems of association when deciding which instruments to include in the musical portions of the service. In ancient times musical instruments were widely used in pagan rites; the early Christians refused to have such music in their services.

Today amplified guitars, trap drum sets, and electronic keyboards are very much in evidence in rock music concerts and on the popular MTV videos. These musical events probably stimulate as much immorality as did the pagan music of many centuries ago. For this reason, ought not our present-day church leadership to exercise caution when introducing these particular instruments as a part of worship? This is not to say that they should never be used. But more than most, these instruments can be (and often are) played in church in a way that reminds one more of secular activities than of a sublime worship experience. — Paul E. Hamel, professor emeritus of music, Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan.

In your editorial you state, “So far as we are aware, no conference administrator has prohibited these forms of worship.” I have made it very clear to our conference workers that we do not advocate the celebration-type church in our conference at this time, and that we have some questions as to where this movement might lead.

I wish we could talk less about this subject and get on with God’s work. I recognize a great need for us to make our services more meaningful and something our folk look forward to. I don’t know that we need to make tremendous changes, but I would like to see more music and praise in our services. But this needs to be done tastefully and not in a Pentecostal-type way. — W. D. Wampler, president, Iowa-Missouri Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, West Des Moines, Iowa.

Dancing in worship is still being done in Israel. Before the beginning of Sabbath, late Friday afternoon, the Jewish young men come down from Old Jerusalem. They place a hand on the shoulder of the person ahead of them and make their way down to the Western Wall, chanting and keeping time together. This is called a dance. To us it would be a procession. To make their dance anything else is not being fair and is an injustice to the true biblical meaning of the word. — Lyle Hamel, Yucaipa, California.

Do these celebration-style churches preach revival and reformation, which is our greatest need as a people?

It would be very easy for me as a pastor to change the church sign and attract large numbers of people, and then preach to them what they want to hear. I live in the Bible Belt, and these types of people want to hear that Jesus loves them and that they can be saved in their sins. The crowds will continue to grow if I don’t preach to them about giving up their caffeine, tobacco, jewelry, and impure TV and videos.

God has given us our marching orders as pastors: “Son of man, I have set thee a watchman unto the house of Israel; therefore thou shalt hear the word at my mouth, and warn them from me” (Eze. 33:7). “Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet, and shew my people their transgression, and the house of Jacob their sins” (Isa. 58:1).

Christ Himself stated, “Strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, . . . and few there be that find it” (Matt. 7:14). Are these celebration centers leading our church to the straight and narrow lifestyle of Jesus? If they are—praise God! If not, then beware of the counterfeit! — Pat Milligan, pastor, Enid Seventh-day Adventist Church, Enid, Oklahoma.

In spite of the positive reaction of interested members, there are aspects subject to criticism, such as: (1) the entertainment flavor of celebration worship; (2) the subjective approach; (3) the often overlooked fact that celebration in praise is just one element in a well-balanced worship service—and not necessarily the major one; (4) the praise, which should come in response to God’s speaking through Scripture and sermon, often coming too early in the service; and (5) the tendency to use contemporary gospel songs rather than the tried and tested hymns of the church.

There are a number of serious questions that need to be addressed as well, such as: 1. Where will this approach take us? 2. To what extent is celebration worship a form of neo-Pentecostalism? 3. How far afield are we willing to look for inspiration today? 4. Is there a problem in the theology that supports celebration worship and that informs the preaching taking place in that context?

We ought to avoid taking extreme positions pro or con. Careful study and analysis are required so that extremists do not determine the outcome.

I agree with your observation that “perhaps the bigger issue really concerns our theology of worship—or our lack of one.” In my opinion, we have not given worship the attention Revelation 14:6, 7 demands. This lack of attention has produced a vacuum, and we should not be surprised by what fills it. — C. Raymond Holmes, professor of worship and preaching, Andrews University Theological Seminary, Berrien Springs, Michigan.

After reading the letters regarding celebration churches (October 1990), I offer one piece of advice: Limit future letters to people who have attended a celebration church with enough interest to find out what is going on.

In my church, teaching, discipling, evangelism, and small group ministries flourish. We aren’t “pulpit-centered,” we are Christ-centered. The musicians don’t entertain us, they simply accompany our congregational singing. “Celebration of the Word” rarely stops before 1:00 p.m.

For special music, choir numbers, a big pipe organ, and a quickie sermon that’s over by 12:00, look up a more conventional church! — Aileen Ludington, M.D., Loma Linda, California.

Endorses Maxson’s practice

Ben Maxson’s devotional practice (“Are You a Day’s Journey From God,” January 1991) is a most interesting and effectual means of becoming well instructed in the Bible. Being retired, I make bold to relate my experience as an endorsement of his practice. Five o’clock in the morning finds me at my desk with my books and Bibles for an extended devotional session. More follows later in the day. I recommend this routine to all, but especially to those who find in retirement a boredom that comes from the lack of doing something. What better way could a Christian employ the first hours of the day?

Thank you, Ministry, for asking Ben to describe his devotional life! — William Ritz, Santa Cruz, California.
**Escaping Materialism: Living a Life That’s Rich Towards God**


Reviewed by Ciro Sepulveda, pastor, Seventh-day Adventist Church, Pico Rivera, California.

I began reading *Escaping Materialism* expecting a book on the use and misuse of money. Those expectations hindered my understanding the central message that lay hidden behind its misleading title. A better title for the book would have been “Reflections of a Christian on Homelessness in America.”

As the author reflects on his own life in the light of a series of biblical texts, he forces us to face disturbing issues. Caywood’s first job involved getting out the payroll for the Marriott Corporation. After an uneventful stay in corporate America he accepted the directorship of one of the biggest rescue missions in the United States. The most informative part of the book concerns Caywood’s work in that mission, located in downtown Los Angeles.

Daily contact with homeless men and women who are stripped of self-esteem allows Caywood to write about poverty with a sensitivity rarely found in Christian literature. The experience with the disinfected of Los Angeles that his family shared pushed into our attention human conditions that shape our dearly held myths. Our perception of the lower levels of our society cannot remain the same after reading this book.

Caywood expresses frustration in planning a new building. “As far as the public image goes, rescue missions are like jail. . . . If it’s legal to put up buildings for the rich, like expensive condos, then it ought to be legal in the same neighborhood to build low-cost apartments for the poor.”

Although there are times readers might feel they have picked up a book on liberation theology, it soon becomes clear that the writer’s thoughts flow from the prophets and the gospel.

Money is not the topic of this excellent volume. Instead, Caywood gives us some unique and valuable insights on homelessness in America.

---

**The Case for Christianity**


The Case for Christianity is a compilation of Lewis’ famed radio addresses during World War II. Lewis argues that a careful examination of our philosophical presuppositions will compel us to come to terms with the basics of Christian faith. He condenses his argument into two parts: “Right and wrong as a clue to the meaning of the universe” and “what Christians believe.”

When we come to the realization that a real moral law exists, that there is a Power behind that law, and that we have broken that law—then Christianity begins to speak to us. “The just shall live by faith” has real meaning to people who understand their desperate spiritual condition.

Lewis, who was a layman and who had been a non-Christian for many years, speaks with authority. He understands the difficulties that ordinary people feel about religion. His clear and compelling reason forces nonbelievers to reexamine their attitudes toward Christianity. For this reason Lewis’s writings speak as persuasively today as they did in the 1940s. Their cogency still recommends them as the best missionary literature for secularists.

**Muslims and Christians on the Emmaus Road**


Woodberry, professor of Islamic Studies at Fuller Theological Seminary, Pasadena, California, draws his material from papers presented by 24 evangelical Christian scholars. They bring to this book their expertise on Islamics, missiology, anthropology, theology, education, evangelism, and mission administration.

With such a variety of writers come differing styles of writing and ways of conveying ideas. I did not find all the articles equally easy to understand. However, they are generally complete and authoritative. Although the purpose of the book is to equip the Christian in discussing and sharing the Christian faith with Muslims, all contributors take seriously the challenges of Islam and the sincerity of Muslim behavior. For this reason the book will enhance better understanding and co-existence between adherents of the two largest world religions.

---

**Raising Wise Children**

Carolyn Kohlenberger and Noel Wescombe, Multnomah, Portland, Oregon, 1990, 265 pages, $8.95, paper. Reviewed by Clarence V. Dunbebin, associate superintendent of education, Potomac Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.

An essential of Christian education is teaching children and youth to think for themselves and not merely to reflect others’ thoughts. Unfortunately we seldom hear about how to teach others to think, thus the volume these authors have provided pastors, teachers, and parents is much needed.

Divided into three sections of 13 chapters each, this book teaches the reader “wisdom thinking” skills. Each skill has clearly described subsets. The authors don’t waste space and time citing horror stories about nonthinking children. They jump right in and describe their process while showing the reader how to make personal use of the skills and how to feel comfortable teaching them to others.

The authors remind us that recent changes in our world make thinking skills even more important now than they were 50 years ago. During the late sixties and early seventies, society questioned and rejected traditional moral standards. The information explosion that has come in the intervening 20 years forces us to cope with mountains of data. As a result, we are faced with evaluating what makes up responsible moral choice and learning how to make sense of stacks of data.

When Kohlenberger and Wescombe decided to write their book, they re-
searched biblical records and modern accounts of successful thinking. Their research uncovered three basic skills wise thinkers possess. These include (1) having a basis on which to build (gathering, sorting, and choosing); (2) thinking about thinking (focusing on the problem, being fair-minded, using your feelings, reviewing what you have done); and (3) thinking about God (finding principles from the Scriptures, learning to read the Bible, listening to wise counselors).

The authors cite examples from Scripture that add believability to their instruction. And they offer illustrations from real life. For example, the chapter on “rethinking” what happened will be of great value to parents who want to help their children think through choices based on poor thinking.

While reading this book, I found myself saying frequently, “This makes sense—I’ll try it.” In fact, I have tried some ideas already. I also believe this book can be used as a text for teacher inservice (Sabbath school and church school) and family life seminars. It is a book worth having in your personal library and the church library.

Many how-to books become cumbersome with their long lists. But these authors, one a librarian and the other a teacher, have followed an essential concept of teaching. They present only six or seven ideas, and they present these ideas clearly, using illustrative stories. They also repeatedly remind the reader, “You can begin to use this one step at a time according to the ability the children have to use the ideas. There is no need to rush things.”

If you have not given careful attention to the thinking process, you’ll find this book a good short course to use in brushing up on your own skills as well as learning to teach others to think.

AIDS, A Manual for Pastoral Care

Recent surveys of Seventh-day Adventist church members in North America report that one member in eight has a relative or close friend with AIDS—acquired immune deficiency syndrome. Anecdotal evidence from some Southern Hemisphere nations indicates that the incidence there is higher. A book like this one is a necessity on the library shelf of every Adventist pastor who desires to respond effectively to the needs of his or her congregation.

This concise book gets right to the point without being simplistic or incomplete. It gives a clear statement of the known medical facts about AIDS, graphically describes the reality of the disease as it is encountered in hospitals and in homes of sufferers, and then covers the key elements of a Christlike and professional response on the part of clergy caregivers.

Forthright discussion of the fear associated with AIDS is necessary if anyone is to deal with it, yet clergy often find it difficult to admit their fears and hear the fears of those to whom they minister. “The pastor or chaplain must choose whether to be open to the patient’s pain,” write Sunderland and Shelp. “It may be tempting to remain aloof, since to be present is to become vulnerable.”

The authors give a practical and theological discussion of five fears—fear of infection, uncertainty, ostracism, sexuality, and death. Not all of the book’s theology lines up with Adventist understanding, but each statement and Bible story provides a starting point for a Bible study with an individual or family in need, or a series of sermons or seminars.

The authors give one of the best summaries of the grief stages I have read. The diagrams are useful in individual and pastoral care conversations and group work.

The authors could have said more about the pastoral care of the families of AIDS victims. They hint at the explosive issues, but do not go far enough in suggesting pastoral responses. “Parents may learn at the same time that their son is gay and that he has AIDS. . . . Parents may learn that their son-in-law is bisexual or has slept with a prostitute and that their daughter has been infected by him. . . . [and] denial and confusion will often be replaced quickly by a sense of helpless rage. Such anger may be vented toward the ‘guilty’ one.”

An experienced Adventist pastor can imagine the graphic reality stated so coolly in this quote. In the typical small, family-like Adventist congregation the kind and degree of implicit anger can rip apart generations of faith and relationships. If one in eight Adventists in North America currently reports a relative or friend with AIDS, then there are almost absolute odds that any given pastor will face this situation at some time in the next five years of his or her ministry.

Recently Noted

The morning of November 13, 1833 “was rendered memorable by an exhibition of the phenomenon called shooting stars, which was probably more extensive and magnificent than any similar one hitherto recorded.” Thus begins these writings that give an account of a day long revered in Adventist history—the “falling of the stars.”

This xeroxed material gives eyewit ness reports and nineteenth-century scientific discussion on that unique happening. The material is not only interesting but helpful in the study of Adventist history and eschatology.


We commend Revell for producing this inexpensive yet comprehensive and up-to-date Bible dictionary. Developed by a team of widely respected Bible scholars, editors, teachers, authors, and church leaders, this volume adds an extra dimension to personal and group study. Easily understood by laypersons, it is also an excellent supplementary reference for Bible workers and pastors. Among numerous other helps, there are reading and study guides for every book of the Bible.


Life’s greatest demands fall upon the “sandwiched” generation between old age and youth. Raising children, building careers, and caring for a multitude of necessities fill their days. Yet this generation must take on the added responsibility of aging parents. Smick and his colleagues discuss the aging process and the problems confronting those involved in senior caregiving.
Ministerial internship: reviving the art

"In gaining a preparation for the ministry, young men should be associated with older ministers. Those who have gained an experience in active service are to take young, inexperienced workers with them into the harvest field, teaching them how to labor successfully for the conversion of souls." So wrote Ellen White (Gospel Workers, p. 101) as she counseled the church on how best to train pastors and evangelists. Her counsel was in line with biblical practice. Elijah and Elisha, Eli and Samuel, and Paul and Timothy were all involved in the internship program, and what great success attended their ministry!

The church cannot afford to let ministerial internship be a historic relic or a lost piece of art. To keep it alive, to make it a vibrant part of ministerial on-the-job training, the General Conference Ministerial Association has come up with a detailed, easy-to-follow guide: Manual for Seventh-day Adventist Ministerial Interns and Intern Supervisors.

The first part of the manual deals with supervisory responsibility: relationships, teaching tasks, evaluation, and assignments. The second part details 50 skills that the emerging pastor needs to learn as he or she undertakes internship—skills such as personal growth, personal relationships, evangelism, church growth, lay training, pastoral care, and nurture. The manual also includes several required and optional evaluation instruments.

This 120-page tool for both the supervising pastor and the intern comes in a convenient binder and is priced at US$11.50, postpaid. Contact Ministerial Supply Center, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904.

Training the adult Sabbath school teacher

Did you as a pastor ever feel in need of some material you could give to your adult Sabbath school teachers to improve their teaching effectiveness? Or did you ever want to conduct a Sabbath school teacher training program for your members? A new training system worked out by the Church Ministries departments of the Pacific Union and the North American Division may provide just the help you are looking for.

The training plan consists of three 30-minute videotapes, a 65-page user’s guide, and materials for a group workshop or for independent learning. The package includes discussion questions, mini-lectures, group activities, additional readings, and reproducible masters for handouts and overhead transparencies.

Based on actual teaching situations that pastors encounter in small or large churches, the program provides help in three areas: group dynamics to assist the prospective teacher in mastering the skills involved in directing class discussions; learning styles and instructional skills; and the caring nature of the Sabbath school class, where the relational dynamic brings the lesson to its most practical point of application.

The complete package is priced at US$29.95. Available at local Adventist Book Centers or from the Church Ministries Distribution Center (Phone: 402-486-2519).

An old book, a new name, a timeless message

Ellen G. White’s Prophets and Kings is an eloquent commentary on God’s dealings with the children of Israel from the glorious reign of Solomon to the return from the Exile. It is a book that chronicles the unerring wisdom of God, the unfaithing mercies of His love, and the vicissitudes of Israel. It is a book that ought to be read by all, especially by the ones who form the major part of the story—the Jewish people.

With those readers in mind, the book has been renamed Israel, Its Captivity and Restoration, and is published particularly to reach Jewish readers. Changes, approved by the Ellen G. White Estate, include appropriate Jewish terminology. Regular price: US$9.95. Special outreach offer for a limited time: US$3.95, including shipping. San Enterprises, P.O. Box 623, Thorpy, AL 35171. (Phone: 205-646-3290.)

Share your ideas with ministers around the world

Do you have a creative idea for services such as anointings of the sick, baby dedications, baptisms, church dedications, church ground-breakings, dedications of church officers, Communions, funerals, house blessings, ordinations of deacons, elders, and ministers, and installations of pastors?

Did you ever write a litany for one of these services that brought an enthusiastic response from your parishioners? Or a prayer that somehow captured the spiritual fervor of the moment? Or have you tried something original in a service that fitted it for some particular ethnic, cultural, or linguistic situation?

Why not share your idea with Ministry readers? We pay $25 for each item accepted. Some outstanding items will be used in the updated Manual for Ministers. Send your submissions to Shop Talk Editor, Ministry, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904.

$25 for your ideas

We’ll pay you $25 for your ideas as to how pastors can make their ministry less taxing and/or more effective, provided that these suggestions do not involve a product or service that you are selling. (We’ll consider the latter for publication also, but we won’t pay for the privilege of using them!) Send your ideas to Ministry, Attn. Shop Talk Editor, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904. U.S. citizens, please include your Social Security number. We pay for Shop Talk items upon publication.